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atom beam :高速原子線)加工装置(荏原: FAB･60ML)でエッチングを行った｡ FABの放電
電圧は2kVで放電電流は40mAとした｡使用したプロセスガスはSF6で､流量は6.7sccmとし
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図5　ガラスSWSの計算モデル(nc:入
射層屈折率､ b :基板及び隆子の屈折率､ I) :層
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トhtroduction
l･1且istoJ'kal backgrotuds of subwayelength grati喝S (SWGs)
Shvtqvelengdk graLbzgs (SWGs), which is a gatingwith aperiod sufficiendy sm姐er than wavelength of ligh1, do not
generate an diEbcb:d orders exαpl a zeroth order･ Thkgrating isalso caned zervdz lerkr gnzLbtg, hiBh軸enq, graLbZg,
or szLbt4qVeLengdi加cLzqed suqace (SWS). The SWGs cangive optical anisotropic and re血cLiveindex disbibution on
the stqh∝ of materialby a simple sectioml shape･ The multifunctioml opdcal elementswith very highefficiency can be
血bdcated t蛤ing the SWGs･ becatJSe these can control the phase, rx)lariZation of】ighl and wavdength oflighl simdtaneotJSly.
Up to now, an坤cLbn sLTuCLuTeS, LDhzTizbZg ekmenLS, guidtdmode resonance Pets, and hlgh切‡cienq, dibiactbn
opticaE elements were fabriated using the SWGs. These SWGs are described belowindetau.
｡ Antire皿ection structures
The adkfledion effectinvisible wavelength has been血t discovered by B血rdll] h 1967 as the meaJyS by which
'the refledion丘om the comeas of night-ilying moths are reduced for the purpose of camouflage. Since, antireflection
sh血ies arealso alled tno肋ge antireflecdon凱l血ces･ Figures ll(a) and (b) show the sannhg eJectronmiqographs
of an eye of moth･AsshowninFig･ lip), aperiodic structure sndler than the wavdengLh of the JightfunctioI迅aS the
aTdhefledion･ Ad丘cialmoth eyes have been血bricated by recDrdingtheinkrference血IgeS generated at theintersection
oftwo coherent laser beaⅢB On photoresist which have been described briefly by Chapham and Hutleyl2]in1973. hlerest
inthe opicalpro紳ofthe SWGs hasincreascd dra･mtically山th improving the lithographic techniqu岱during the
1980S･ With the development ofmicrotnachining techmiques,inrecedy, some experiJnelThl restllts for the antireflection
SWGs h visible wavelengh were rerKded･Also, the antirefledion SWGs hhricated on opdcalmterialSinthe
midjnhred wavdengh were reFX)rLed recentlyl3,4). Table ll lislsthe previotLS rePrtS about the aJltiredecdon SWGs.
h terms of the dime砧ion ofSWGinTable ll, one and twoindicatethe one dinensionalgatings consisti喝Ofslits
and two dinensionalgratingswith patterns repeatedintwo directions, respectively･
●　Polarizing elements
The structtd bkehgence bythe SWGs shows stronger anisotropy than the ustJaJ opticalcrystalS･ Polari2:ing
elements were血tmicated using dle Structural birehgence of the SWGs･ h 1983, Flanders血briGltedthe quarterwave
+
plate SWGwith the gatingperiod of 240 rLm that consisted of silicon nibide(16]. AAer that,in1991, Aoyama etal.
血bricated the trarBParent polarizing beam spJitlerl17,18】. Figure liz(a) shows schematicview of the血bricated SWG.
AsshowninFig･ 112(a),the SWG basica山y corBists of two types ofSWGswith different duty ratios. ne groove direction
of o-蛤SWG isperrx:ndicular to that of the other･ ne two different SWGs areperiodica山y formed to gpnerate an o恥血
cylindriCalJeJ芯baSed on a binary difhdon grating. TYKy applied it to an opicaJ head for comFnCL disk (CD) player as
showninFigl liz 0)･ Chou et aJ･血briated the traTBrnrent POlarizerwiththe SWGl19]. Figtue 1-*) shows the
schematicview of the SWG JX)larizer･ ¶氾y血bricated the amorphotLS Silicon SWG on afused suia substrate･ They
propc6ed the control of the polarization oflight舟om verticalavitysu血∝ emiuing kLSerS CV(3Eb). Fig. 1･∂P) shows
the conventioml polar血tion switdling VCSEL ToinLJaSe the osciuation丘equency of JX)JariZation switching VCSElS
beyond the 10 GHz range, it had been suggested that a00nVentionalqtJarter-aye Phte (QWP) should be rephαd by a
QWP based on the SWG･ hmid and血心血ared waveleTQJB, a PraCdqlwire gdd pohrizer has been developed.
Recently, there are some reFX)rtS about the血brication of wire gid JX)larizersinvisibJe wavelength regionl20,21]. Figure
14(a) shows the schematicview ofa reflection typemultilayer po】a血血唱beam splitter based on the SWG. The TE wave
reflectedand the TM wave JnSSeS through　h 1997, Tyan etal･血briated the SWG as shownin Fig. 140) and obtained
the fX'larization ex血cdon rado higher than 220 at a waveJen紳of l･523戸minthe new irdid regionl22]･ The SWG
was血bricated on a SiO2 Substrate conskting of a multi血yered structtqe of Si and SiO2filmSwidl仙e thicknesses of 0.13
戸m and O･26 Pm, respectively. The fabricated SWG had aperiod ofO･6 Pmwitha dub, Cycle ofO･5･
. Guided.mode resonance GIters
The wavelength seledingfilterswith the narrow band based on the SWGs that are tnlled the guidedⅦode resonance
filters have been proJXBed by Tibukac etal[23]. hthesefi)ters, a very mrrow bandwidth on the order丘om 0.1 mm to 1
rLn are realized･ h addition･the theoreticalreflecdvityincenter wavelength becomes l00%･ Figure 1-5 shows the
schemticview of singleJayer guidedⅦode resonancefilter･AsshowninFig･ 1-5, by血bricating the gratiJlg StruCttlre
with two kinds of materials having highr血ctiveindices on a substrate, only the hghtwith a special wavdength is reflected.
When theperiod of gra血g is approximtely equalto the wavelengh of light, the evanescent wave generated iTBide the
gra血g andthe樹lt Wave going outinIo externalfidd couples strongly･ h 1998,Liu etal.血bricated the guided瓜Ode
resonance別terwith the bandwidth of 2 mmand the reflectivity of 98% at the center wavelengthl24].
' nighe瓜cieTIt di肝action oplicaJ elements
By moduhting thewidths of the gating,the effective re血ctiveindex an be modiBed. When such structures are
arrangpdperiodica山y, highdifhdion efBciency is obtained resultingfromthe distribution of the effective refractiveindex
池ide one Pdod【25131]･ h 1995, Warren etal.血briated the highe岱ciency difhcdon SWGwith theminimumwidLh
of63 71m On a GaAssd)stratel25)･ Figt･re ll6 showsthe scanning electroTlmicrograph ofa αo弘SeCtion ofa shgle p血od
ofa subwavelengLh blazed traJBmission gating血bricated by dleZn･ The dibc血n efficiency of85% was obtained at ale
wave】engLh of 975 帆 However, the SWG has plaT血tion dependency b∝ause of one dineTBioml SWG･ h 1998,
uanne etal･血bricated the highefficiency dilhdion SWGinTiO2 tht did not depend on polariZadon of light sin∝ the
gratingwith the two dimensions array was fabricated.And the difBaction efficiency of82% was obtainedl30】.
ComFn血gwithconvendonalopdcal components, the SWGs have severaladⅥlnbges to control pha5ie and FX)lari2ation
of light and to couple thelighl wave with optical devices e氏cientIy. Moreover, Since the SWGs are simple shapegratings
and can be血briated by a batch process comptiblewith other semicondudor lidlOgraPhy, the SWGs l∝lmology hs the
JX)SSibilib'to become one of the key techno】ogyfor the realization of the oploelectronicintegrated ckcuit and optical
integated circuit.
I.2　Fabrication teclmiques
Asdescribed above, the SWGs ape atbactive optical elements which czLn be lJSedinzTnny apPlicatioTB･ However, the
SWGs have not be practical by tJSedintheindtJSBy, becalJSe the血bricadoTB are diEficulL TYle teChniquesfor血bricating
the SWGs are described below and the prob】emsinthe fabriation techniques are disctJSSed･
+
1.2.1 IIatterm叫g
The electron beam O=B) is IJSed gBnera山y to draw the Tnttem Ofthe SWGs. ne EB has the beam diameter of daerB
JnnOmeter and an draw a smller rnttem easily thanwavele喝山of light Moreover, the EB has the advantage that the
mask is unTW･ However, the problem is the long dra山一lg time. Therefore, the pauemingwith laserinterference is
oAen used to fabricate the simpleperiodic structure like antireflection SWGs.
h the case of X切yS lithography, the prepration of the maskand exposure system are00mpJicatedand expeTBive･
Sol at this moment the XiayS lithography is not practical for mass production.
ne -Cant progress of the photol姐ography is rema血ble･ It is comlng tOthe staBB that the design rtde of the large
scalein(eg血on恥SI)microfd3midon is smauerthan O･15 Pm by usingthe stepper of KrF exdmer lasers･ Using die
photolithography･ the ptteming of the SWGs is being realiZed･ AdtJa山y,the SWG technology tJSing the advanced
photolithography reaches to the comercialization stage･
1.2.2　Etching
Etching techniques an be roughly dividedinIo two categoJy; Wet etching and dry etching. mere is a report about the
血brication of the SWGs tJSing the KOH wet etchingllO]. However, this lechJdque is only able lo apply to qyshnine
opticalmateriaIs like silicon,inwhich the etching rate is differentincrystal1ine planes･
h the丘eld ofmiclO血brication･ the血y etching is more tJSeful to血bricatefine structtues･ Reacdve ion and plasrm are
oAen lJSed for the etching･ However･ SOme Problems such asmiqo loading, fn拙m distortion and stqh∝ damage are
occurredinthe血brication of submiq･on structures by su血ce charge up･ Thc6e Problems are also seriotJSinthe
development of uha large scaleintegration (UI･SP with the chcuits smaller than Ol 1 Pm･
I.23　RepLica productiorL
The rq)liGl is easy and inexpensive for -ss production of the d政action gatings･ h recent years, Chou et aJ･
proposed JnnOimprint lithography for generating very血e repBcal3237]. Figtqe 17 showstheflow cJw of n弧OimpriJlt
lithography processl34]. For血bricating subⅦicrometer order Fn批ms, a mdd 近 pressed to a JX)Jymethyl metJncrylate
(PMMA) resist which is heated and soAened. The metaldot arraywith theperiod of 120 mm and diameter of 25 JtEn has
been血bricated uniformlyinthe area of 15 Ⅱm SqtJarel32]･ Moreover, the highaspect rado line structtqewith the height of
200nmandwidLh of 70 nm was血briatedl34]･ The path=m traJder of sub血ometer structure by molding is the key
technology of the fabrication of the SWGs.
1.3 1mportaACe OfSWGs for antire且ec(ion
h this study, Ⅰamfming on the antireflecLion pro甲山es of SWGs･ A血fledion isalways necessaryinalJ the
opdcal systems･ h most of the rehcdve opicalcomJDnentS Such as lens, trarBmissionfilter, etc. the s11血ce reflection
mtJSt be suppressed to eJimimte the stray light.
-ne00nventioT泌1 methd for antjrefledion is the deposition of the multilayeredfilm on the su血ce. hthe
multiJayered antirefleclion Bhu, however, the following disadvantages have been rx)inted out･
' These are limited to theal】owable wavelengths and oAen show almmpJike structure due tointerference･
' nese have problezns ass∝iatedwith limitationsinthe coating materiahand variOtJS Physicaland chemical
properties that wu affect adhesion, thermalmismatchl and stabuity of the thin堀Im stack･
Usingthe SWG technique･the problemsinthe muJdayered aJlthflecdon described above wu be solved, especially,
the SWG can workinwide wavelengthregion andinwide angle of incidence. nerefore, if the reliable血brication
tecJmiqtLefor alTLireflection SWG is established, a number of appliG山on areawill be exrRnded･ 刀le PrimipJe of the
anlhefledion structtJreS has long been knownand is commonly usedinConjuncdonwithmicrowaves, andinacotd岱inthe
production of anechoic chambers. ne antirefleclion SWGs have some novel characteristics listed below.
These suppressthe re8ection over awide spectralbandwidth and a large field of view.
nere is no degadation of the wave front, when theincident wave passes tboughit.
SWGs are able to be fabricated on severalmaterialS.　　　　　　　'
SWGs are血bricatedfrom a single material.
The examples are displays of computer, display panelsfor mrs, solar ceus, hser diodes (IDs), BghI emi血g diodes OBDs),
opticaleJementsfor highenergy, edge血Ces of optiCal五bers,inpuVotJIpul couplers of waveguides and so on. So, I think
that the aTltireflection SWGs are mc61 imJnrtant and practicalinthe SWGs･Although many applicatio指are eXpeded,
severalprobJems must be overcome as describedinthe next section.
1.4　Problems in the SWGs
h recent years,with the progress of themicTOmaCh血Ig l∝hJIOlogy, the Fnth:ming of highe瓜ciency di血acbve opical
elements with sub†山αomeler structtJreS have been improved･ However, several problems mLLSt be solved to realize the
SWGs practicany, Since in the血brication the most advanced techniques are zyBeded･ h this work, new血brication
techniques for the antirefledion SWGs are propud･ The problems to realize the antkefledion SWGs are described below
indetaiL
Aspect ratio
¶le most important properties of the amireflection SWG are aspect rati鵬andperiodicity of the grating･ FigtFe l一名
shows schematiCview of the antireflection SWG･ ¶le basic structlqe Of the aJltirefledion SWG is array of the mhute
pyramidalstructure･ To obtainthe ex∝llent antireflection characteristiq grating height comparable to the wavelength and
the grating fXmid much smaller thanthe waveJenglh are essential･ To obtainthe characteristicsindependent on the
polarization of】ight, gratingintwo dimensionalarray is necessary･ However, as showninTabJe l1., the aspect ratio of 1
obtained by Ham etal･ tJSing replia is the highest valueinthe two dime-Bioml SWGs rqprted up to now【8】. ne asrx:cI
ratio of O･63 on a s山icon substrate obtained by Hadob孟s etal. is the highest vaJueinthe two dimensional SWGs generated
direcdy on the substrate material[15]. When the asped ratio of the SWG is low, it is difBcult to obtainthe excellent
antireflection characterisd岱inwide waveJengLh region and larg6丘eld of view. II is essentialto血briatethe SWGwidl
high as°ed ratio.
Material
The antireflecdon property of SWG can b/e added onthe su血ce by etching matehJs directJy･ nlerefore it is expech:d
tJd the antirefledion SWGs canbe adapted to many materiah. Up to now, however, Si and Sin arethe only materials
used for血b血tingthe aJldreflecdon SWGsinvisibJe wavelength region by etchingthe m山erials dhecdy. T71肌is no two
dimemionalSWGs血bricated on SiO2 rmteriaJI With the00nveJltional etching techniques,辻is not easy to etch 100
manometer IXriodic pattemswidl a highaspect ratio.
●　Fabrication tedlnjque
The Fn仇emingwith the laserinIerferen∝ is oAen lJSed, beatJSe it is easy to geherate Jntteminlarge area･ However,
thereー血e some problems･ The cr-づ∝血nalshapeof the gating is limited by the simJSOidalinteTBily distribution
generated by the laser interference and thIS the asfX:CI ratio of the grating is Jowl h the etching technique tBedin
血bricadon of the gratings, the reactive ion etching (RE) or the etchingwith KOH solution are o丑en tJSed. ne R正is well
knownas the excelleT)I method to generate fine struclt･rewith highasped zati0. However, the influence of side etching due
to the cJwge up of the sur血ce an not be disreBardedinmnometer scale structtJreS･ So, it is diBicul=o血bdate the deep
mnometer scale structures tJSlng COnVentionaJ RE･ There isalso a res山ctioninthe zrnterialthat can be etched by R正,
beatJSe the dhemical reaction between the proc- gas and the etched Tnaterial is essential. The etchhg using the KOH
solution is a wet etching technique,inwhich the cTySbhe anhotropy of etching is tJSed･ Therefore, the materials that can
be etched are limited.
Design and analysis tedlnique
There is no comercialtool to aJdyze dle Op也Calcharacteristi(3 0f the SWGs･ TherigorotJS electromagneticfidd
amlysis must be tJSed to analysis the opBcal characterisd岱Of the SWGs sincetheperiodicity of the grati喝Sm姐er than the
wavelength･ ne large calctdadon memory and highComputadonalperfomunce苧e necessary lo caJculatewithrigorotJS
electromagnedc丘dd analysis･ Especially'for the calctdation of two dimensiomlperiodic structtJre, the p and s
polariZatio一巡Oftheincident waves ale COuPled inside the gating and qm not be treated separately･ Also,for the calcuhtion
of theperiodic structtJrewith the sec丘oml shapeof taper, the boundary condition of the electroJTngnetic Beld must be
matched for the multiple layers generated for the calculation by slicing the grating horizontally. FtJrthermore, the
convergen∝ of the solution is very slow in the case of metalgrating that has the re血ctive indexwith imadJnry Part ntJS,
to analyzethe metallic aJltireflection SWGswith the tapered shapeinthe two dimensional any, very JaI欝Calcuhtion
memoryand highcomputation ability are need. There is no analytical report about such antireflection SWGs.
I.5　Pbrpose of the dissertation
h thb dissertation･ the SWGs for reflection control are fab血ted on several皿terialS･ For establishing lhe血brication
methods and revealing the optiCalcharaderistics of the SWGs, I have tJSed EB mainly sincethe drawing fine ptLerTBin10
nanometer order is not diEicult.
To solve charge up probJemfundamentalJy, a hst atom beam (M) hs been usedinrecent yearsl3842]. h this
dissertation, the Fju is used to fabricate the SWGs･ h Chapter 3, the primipJe of the FAB is described in detau.
The purpose of the dissertation are suTmrized as follows.
●　To obtain the excellent antiredection charaLtteristiesy noyel fhbricalion methods for tbbricating the
antiredeclion SWGswith hjghaspect ratio are established.
●　For払bricatiJlg the anLjrenection SWGs jn the largeareal neW払brication methodsare proposed･
' tJsing therigorot巡electromagnetic丘eld analysis of periodic structure,the opdcal chamcter姐cs of the
two dimensioTLaJ andre且ection SWGswith the tapertd gratiqg shapes aJ)d the complex dieledric
constants are analyzed.
1.6　Composition ofLhe dissertation
nis dissertation is comJX)Sed of eight chapters describing the studies of the light coTItrOl tJSing the antiredection SWGs.
h Chapter 2, the gFneraJ optical characteristi岱Of theantheflection SWGs are calculated by using therigorotJS
dectromagnetic丘eld analysis of periodic structure. ne design guideline for the antireflection SWGs are described.
h Chapter 3, the血brica血n method of the SWGs using EB and FAB are propGed. The antireflecdon SWGs are
血bricated on the Bass substrates that are tl父dwidely as the optical material. nese arealso血bricated onthe snicon
substrates which are commonly tJSed as a material for photo detectors. ne optical chazacteristi6 0f those SWGs are
measwed.
h Chpter 4,for the血bricadon of the SWGsinthe large area, a new hbdcation method 近 propud.Ananodic
poroILSalumim coTBisting of hkhly ordered TnnOhole amyformed s曲rganizationa山y is used as a mask for rnttem
traTBfer. Using the mask the SWGs are血brimted on s止icon substrates by etchingwidl FAB. The opdcal characteristics
of the fabricated SWG are measured.
h Chapter 5,the血br血tion method using the replica teclmique lS Proposed. The SWGs have been血briald we山
with higha∝Ⅶmcyinatmosphere environment. The antireflecdon SWGs are traJVSferred to a PMMA membrane. The
optical characteristics of the replica are measured.
h Chpter 6, the aJltireflection SWGs are fabricated on a GaAlAsdiode using EB and FAB. ne opicalemission
characterisdG and the photovoltaic conversion characteristics are measured. ne novel crt讃S SeCtionalshapeusing the two
kinds of process gas in the FAB etching has been generated･
h Chapter 7, a cotnprehensive sumry is described.
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Fig･1-1: Scanming electronmicrographs of the eye of the moth. (a) low














































Fig･ 112: SchematiCview of the transmission type polarizing beam
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Fig･ 1-3: Schematic view of transmission type polarizerl19】. (a) SWG and
O)) polarization switching VCSEL with partial reflector (PR) and quarter-
wave plate (QWP).
雪花与- …
Fig･ 1-4: Reflection type nultilayer polarizing bean splitterl22]. (a)
Schematicview and仲) scanning electronmicrograph.
Fig･ 115: Schematicview of single-layer guided-mode resonancefilter
consisting of a gratingwith rectangular refractive index profile of high(sH)
and low (eL) dielectriC constantswith period A and thickness dl23】.
Fig･ 1-6‥　Scanning electronmicrograph of a cross section of a single period






Fig･ 1･7: Flow chart of nanoimprint lithographic process【34].
Fig･ 1-8: Schematic view of tb.e antire且ection SWG. Grating period (P) is
smanerthan wavelength(九) and grating height is larger than九.
1. Rigorotw CoupledjVaye Analysis and general characteristic of anlire皿edion SWGs
2.1 Ⅰ鵬ro…on
h the case that the gatingperiod is sufficiently largg than the imideTrL waveleTQh, a dilhction effidency almost czLn
be calculated accumtdy by a scahrtheory. However,inthe Gはe that the gratingperid 近 smauer than theincident
wavelengLh, the diBhcbn e皿dency can Td be calculated by the scalar theory. Udng a vedor theory that is an
d叫CfiekItheory, the diBhdon d五dency can bc calculated exactly including血e reflecdon l悌s On a Surhce of
the辞a血喝for any incident and pdarizahandes, the gating阿iod andthepem紙vity･ A hhory of the d叫c
theory of the su血ceidkfgdiT7gS uP tO 1984 isgiven by P叫1】 and May叫2]. m血唱lhe Fd 16 years, numemtJS
appⅧchesfor descdbing the vectt汀theory of the dedm卵油Cfieldinthe酢血喝region have been devdoped. Umi1
nw, my kinds of the vector analysis that am RigprotLS Co叫edlVave AJdysis PCWAX3m], Modal Andysis
的【2324), Botndary肋nl A氾Iyskl25], Finhe,Element AJdy由【2637], FjdteDiEEbrence TimeDomin伊m)
Method【2829] , DiJrtrentialMethodl30], htegralMethodl3 1] and so on have been propsed.
tf the ga軸g has a sufficiendy sm姐periodincoqxLrison w丸h theincident wavelength,all nonzeroJiBhcted orders
are-cd o正　0nlythe wavesinthe zeroth bansmihd and reflecbd difhdon orders are proJngated outside the卵tiqg
ngion. h the case of the one dimensionalsubwavdengh gratings (SWGs), the reflected and the traTBmM waves depend
on the pdariza血n of也eincided wave. This behavior is called form bbBingence and an be characterized by one
dimeTBionaJ cfEbch medium theory (1DBhqI)[3236). h this case, the pand s pkLrizadorB Of the imident waves are
complete吋叫and can be treated sefnrably. However,inthe case of two dimensionalSWGs, the pand s
polarizabns of theincidenl waves are couがedinside the gating and can not be treated sernnbly. Therefore, the
equivalent FIm加ivity is notgiven wh a generalexpression fom i.C. d血forn However, only the simpkl formof the
two dimeTBions SWGs can be evaluated wMl a two dimensionalefEbctive mediumtheoTy (2D叩【37140】. h the
2DiMT, there is not ndhematid warrant h is theinLuitional theory and usefu日o understand the opticalcharacterisdcs
ofthe SWG乱　h the ase that the SWG血h a compl∝ dielecbic constant is calculated by the EMr, there is a ase that the
solution differs larg61y丘om an exacdy solutionl41】.
¶le RCWA is used well as therigprotJS analysis method to amlyze the血飴adi(m e缶dency of the SWGs. A is an
exact soldon of Maxd s equatioTBfor the gatbg structtJre. It has becnfirstfomdated by MohaJam and Gaylord for
daJW grdingsl4] and then extended to s血曲f納【6,12]and two dimensioml gratingsl14]. a is a rehtively
sb蜘forward, no血如and detemmiStic techmique d血g a statevaria`k method that converges tO the proper
sohdion wi山od inherent mm血iTW h the RCWA, the pqmidvity of the gating region is陀PeSented by means
of a Fbtqier expnsion. ne aCCtJraCy Of the sol血obtained derxnds solely on number of term rebinedin
sfnCeJyLrmOnic expansions ofBdds. h the ase of】ossJess gdhgs, conservah of energyalways behg satisned. This
andy由apPies to awide dass ofgra軸夢that areがamr or surhce rdieE lo防y Or l軸shgleTgrOOW Or multi-gOOVe,
oneJimensionalor two-dimensioJd gatings仙anyperiodichy, goove depth or modulation,and forany〆anewave
aTde of incidence, any light wavelength, and linear polari2LatioJl.
To obtain accmte results a large number of sJntialhamunics orders mtJSt be retaiTdinthe analysis. To represent
the FKrmitdvity pmfile accumtdy the rekLbely hrge amount of ordezs must be retained during the00mp此山on. h the
analysis of the two dimensional軸the large nunber of ordezs must be rebined, even if免w ordem are retainedalong
eadl diredion･ ne stJrh∝ielief打atin6 Gm treated by dividi喝血othinl血町野ating slabs. However, the si2X: Of
simuhrLeOtJS eqtJa血n rrnbix is rel血vely largP and the required memory is hrgB. h the analysis of the卿th仙e
coJnDlex dide血c co化bnt,仙e imgiTnry Prt Of the re丘active index mtJSI be includedinthe calcuh山肌　Therefore the
cahdation memory becomes large. h this case, convergmce of the solution is lab. ne托fore,the large number of
spatialhaLTnOJks orders mtJSt be retainedinthe analysis. ¶旭Very large memory space and computationalab批y are
needed to analyze the two dimensionalSWGswiLh the taper secdonalshapeandthe complex diel血c constant such as a
suicon antireflecdon SWGs. Up to now, there is no別ideline to desi皿SuCh SWGs bv mm of theri釦rOuS analysis.
h this chapter, the RCWA for the two dimensionalSWGs w仙the taper sectionalshapeand the complex dielectric
constant isformuhted･ ne opicaI紳ies of the antireflechon SWGs are andyzed. ne guideline to design the
antirenection SWGs on suicon substrates is shown.
2.2　RigorotIS COuPIed→柑Ye analysis (RCWA)
Anouthe of the analysis is described below･ To analy2X:the difhction efficiency for the s11血∝ielief grating,the
grating is divided hto thinplamr gra血g slabs to appmximate dle gating profile to an ad)ibazy degree of acmcy. The
electroma伊etiCfieldsineach酢血g layer are det血Ied by the00upled wave apprmch･ ne ele血omagnetic boundary
conditioTyS (COntinuhy of the tangBTdiaJ eleddc and magrledcfie】d components) arethen appkedinsequen∝ atinte血ces
among output region,individualgrating hyer, andinput region. Then the reflected and the traTSmitted difhctedfidd
aJnPlitudes andthe difhction efficiencies an be瓜lculated.
2.2.1　FormuhLion
h this rxuqgraph, the formdation is exphh 16ing the model ofthreellevel grating. It is easy to extendthe formulation
lo more Jn山tiJevel grating.
FigtJre 21 shows a geomeby of the twoJimerBioml three-)evel grating. nelinearly polarized plane wave of丘ee
space wavelengdl □o is ob並quelyincident at anande ofincidenceロand at an azimuth叫de □and at a pol血onangle O
upon the twoIJimensionalthreeJevel grahg･ The grabs has rehcdveindices ngl, ng2, nO and thickness dl, d2, d3 for
hye迅1, 2, 3, respecdvely. Theincident reg10n and sdbstrate a托homogeneOtJS mediunswidl the re丘acdveindices nc and
ns, respectively･ To accoTrmOdate I岱Sy gatings, ngl, PgZ, ng and nS areぬI tO be complex quanddes･ロx and □y are
gratingperiods for x and y directions, respectively.
h theincident region (Z -i 0), the electric field oftheincident wave isgiven by





u is the tLnit JXdari23tion vector of the incident plane wave andgiven by
cosvI COSOcos¢ - sinvl Sinゅ
cosvl COSOsin¢ + sinvl cos争
一co叫･ Sinβ
nle electric LieJdintheincident reg10n is expressed as
Ec-Ehc･写写Rpqexpl-)'(kip-kiqy-k:-Z)】













h the substrate (Z ≧ dl+d2+d3), the electriCfield isgiven by
Es -写写Tpq expl- j(kix ･k;qy ･ki-(I-(dl十d2十d3)))]  (2･9'
where Tpq isthe nordized eJectriC五eJd of the (p, q) th transmitted waves and
1
k三m - (k.2ns2 -kip2 lkiq2)盲 (2. 10)
The magneticfieldintheincident region and substrate瓜n be obtained by tlSing the Maxwe山s equation
H ≡ (忘)∇×E　　　　　.  (2･11,
where Oo is thepermeability of丘ee space and E]istheangularopticalfrequency.
h the layer i of the grating region (i=1,23), the two dimensional grating is characterized by a reJativepemittivily
expandabJeindoubJe Fourier series as
e'i'(X,y) -妄貫己i'explj(Kxm Kyw)]　　　　(2･12'
where tit) isthe (m, n)thFourier component of the relativepemiuivityinthe ilh layer of the grating region and
(2. 13)
(2. 14)
The electric and magneticfields are expressed as Fourier expansionintern of the space hamonic丘elds as
EP =-∑∑【siL'.(Z)Ⅹ･sf;'q(I)y･sIiL(I)Z回-j(kivx･k;qy)] ･ (2･15)
P q
1
H(gL, I -j(琉; lUiik'X : Ufi,q 'Z'y十Uz(iM'Z]expl- )･(…qy)]
(2.16)
whαe口o由the pemidvity of Bee space･ Sii)q(Z), sfi)q(I) , sz(ii(Z), Ui:)q(Z), UfPq(Z) and鴎と(Z) are
tJ-o血ized vectoramphudes of the b q) th sFnC8-0miCfid血hthe grating region･ E(gi)and H(gi)I sadsfy
Maxwdl s equations
∇×EラーJ叫▲oH ,
∇×H ≡ jwe｡C(X;y)E ･
(2. 17)
(2. 18)
By substitut叫g eqtJadoTyS (2･15) and (2･1句inIo the eqtJa血ns (2.17)and (2.18), two secon山rder coupled.wave eqtJatioI迅
are obtained. nat is,
- k-妄写Ep'lL甘-〟 ∑ ∑揖p-t(k-SiL'･k"S封
T  t
-k"(k々Sf2. -k,qS霊) -ko2∑ ∑ ;書m〃_蕊
m A
碧- ky官∑ ∑ ip(i,m" ∑ ∑ ;l･･_,,,_,(kmSL, ･ k,nSnm  A          r  E




where E～p(i)mp_九hthe O,叫qi))仙Fotuier component of the reciprocal of he relativepemittivity and
(2.21)
(2. 22)
The coup】ed-wave equatioTyS are SOIvedusing the state variable me仙od. TTle refleded and the traTBmitted di缶aded
ampJhldes are Obtained by zTmtChing the tangentialele血omagnedcfields atthe boundaries between the adjoining grating
layers,incident region and layer 1 (Z=0), and layer 3 and substrate (Z=dl十d2十d3). The d曲action ediciencies are debed as
DERpq - FROqr2 Re(藷) ･fRHpqF2 Re(盟･
DE,pq - ITEpql2 Re(怒)十ITHpql2 Re(盟
(2.23)
(2.24)
I where RE円and RJIpq are the comJX)nentS Ofthe reflected dihcted ampl血des of the ele血ic and magnetiCfields･And TEpq




For the 】o鈷1髄diele血ic gatings, the energy con虻rVation law consists. ne sum of a山difhcdon efBciencies
b600me ulity. mat is,
●
∑ ∑(DERp. ･ DE,pq) - 1 ･　　　　　　　　　　(2127)
P  q
The RCWA programmade upinthis work has afunction to check the energy conservation de五med as equation (2.27).
2.23　Conyergence
To carry out the numerical calCulatioⅠ迅Of dle RCWA, the orders ofterzTBinFomier exrnTBion of the rdtLivity of the
gra血g regLOn mtJSt be truncated･ The acctJraCy Of the solution depends solely on the number of terms retainedinthe
exJnJVSion of the spa任darmodcfields in the grating reg10n･ ne Orders of thefieJd harmomi岱neededfor the coJIVerBenCe
of the dilhction e缶dency are a飴cted by theincident angle, theinddent FX)lari2ation, theincident azimuth and the gating
shpesI Figure 212 shows the reflected difhction efficiency of the (0, 0) th order as afunction of the orders of dlefield
血monils for the severalincident angles･ The calculation has been camied out for two dinensionalSWGswiththe搾riod
of 150 nm and the depth of 317･4736 -　The tapered gatiJ)g has been divided into 7 layers･ ¶le re血ctiveindex of
silicon having complex re丘active index has been tJSed as materiah of the grating and the sd)stratel42). nLeincident wave
has been the p polarization (E] E)0.andtheincident azimuthhas been parallel to dte x direction (E] E]〇二The orders ofthefield
harmomics IS glVen by
NH I(2NLh ･1)×(2NH,十1) (2. 28)
where Nh and NHr are the orders ofthe丘eld harmomiQ for x and y directions, respecdvely. It is dear that at au caJctdated
incident angl岱the di血Ction e氏dencics converge when the orders are Jigher than 100. hthis wo叱all calcdations
except for the calculation showninFig. 21 are camied out byincJuding more than 169 orders.
2.3　General optical dlaraCleristjcs of silicon tapered SWGs
Ju Brst,the opdcal chazacteriSti岱Offlat surhces of the s山con sd)stratesare described･ Figure 213 shows the complex
refractive hdex of the crystalsiliconl42). The complex re丘activeindex is de血ed by
a--a-)'k (2. 29)
where n is rehctiveindexand k is extincdon coefficient･ The refractiveindex n has apeak at the wavelength between 300
rm and 4∞ 帆 h nearjnfrared wavelength region, it has not押k and converges to approximately 3.5. hvisible
wavdength region, the silicon becomes lossy materialdue to a large value of the extinction coefficient k.
FigtJre 214 shows the calculated refleclivity on the s止icon surhce as a ･funclion of theinddent wavelengh. The




where nl is r血ctiveindex oftheincident region (ail). n2 and k2 are the rehctiveindex and the extinction coefficient of
the silicon substrate, res野dively･ II is dear that the reflediv吋is丘om 48.6% to 32.9%inthevisib】e wavelengh region
from 400 mm to 800 nm･ At the wavdengthfrom 800 nm to 1500 nm the reflectivity decreases sJowly downto 30.6%.
Figtlre 2-5 shows the calculated refledMty of the silicon surhce as afunction of theincident angle. The incideT)I










2p2 =[(n22-k22-n12sin201)2･4n22k22]盲･(n22-k22-n12sin201) , (2･33,
1
2q2 - [(n22 -k22 ln12sin201)2 ･4n22k22]盲-(n22 -k22 -n12 sin201) ･(2･34,
Figures 2i(a)and (b) show geomebies of theincident ele血ic and magnedc waves･ Rp and Rs are the reflectivities for
p polari2ationand s plarizadon, resJXCtively･ The p and s polari2atioTB denote the gpometdes that the planes of incidence
are parallel andperpendicular to the electriCfield, respectively.
The caJctdation modd of the silicon taJTed SWG is descdbed below. Au the tapered gratings analyzedindds
chapter are bgtdar secdonalsharxs･ nle tapered grating is dividedinto 8 layers thattheindividualJayer is coTBisted of
b血ry grating･Anexample modd of the tapered grating dividedin10 3 layers is showninFig･ 21･ ¶le thickness of the
individuallayer isthe same value･ For example, if the deph of the tapered grating is 300nm, theindividtJalhyer is 37.5
nm tJick･ The layers are numbered丘om top to bottom as showninFigl 21 For the i心1ayer, thefining血ctor that is a
volume o∝uJndon rate of the gra血g is expressed as fxi and fJor x and y directions, respediveJy. Table 21 lists the丘叫g
factors of the tapered gating analyzed here･ The fxi and fMre the same values for each layer･
FigtJreS 2-7(a) and (b) show the calcdhted reflec血vily asfunctiol迅Of the wavelength aJld gatingperiod.Anaspect
ratio of the grating depth to the gahg阿iod is a constznt value of2.0. Theincident wave impinges at □E)o □白oand
QBo- Figt･-2](a) showsthenflechvitycdculatedforthegahg如odsbm O･l Pnto l･O Pm･ I;益ci&'&the
redectiviIy is different between the SWG region and the other region. The reflecdvityinthe SWG region is lowerin
comparisonwidlthatinthe other噛on. hthe SWGarea ddthe伊血喝Pehod is sm姐erthan 0.15口mandtheincident
wavelengdl is largerthzul O･75口m (Iowa dght areainthefigtJre),the reflecdvity becomes high　This is becalJSe the
grating is shallower than theincidence wavelength･ From Fig. 2-7(a), it is seen that the reflechvity is cut･匂ffat the shorter
limit of wavdength dedded by the gratingperiod･ For coqnrison, the reflecdvhy of the texttJred structtqe convendonaXy
usedinthe sdar ce山岳also showninFig･ 270))･ ne textured structure is the gratingwith theperiod longer than the
incident wavelength and deaeases the reflection by multiple reflectioTB On the surhces of the gating･ hthe case of the
地謡2CstW;･othme :heefl慧諾慧慧慧to崇.finh?ein:iadVeenl.ee::nnzr£Tthoi監g叫ne gm血g
period is assumed to h: 150 nm. Theincident wave impinges at nomalangle tothe std)S地ぬ,that is, E]白0..ロE]0. and
E] eo:The aspect rado corresponding tothe gdhg dqthisalso sh… inthe GgLm. It seems dtatthe grating dephsfrom
O13ロm to O･5 □m are close to optimd values as anheflection SWG. The reflectivib, becomes alide higherinthe region
ofdle gm血g d甲dl largerthan O･5 □m･ I believe血t this depends ontheinterfEmnCe e触ofthelighIinthe deph
d血don of the grating･ ¶一e aSped ratio influencts the renectivilyinau the calculated wavdengtJR Especially, higher
aspect ratio is necessaryinnearjnfrared wavelengh. The gatingwiththe aspect ratio sznauer than 1.0 d∝s not operate
well as the antireflection SWG.
Figures 219(a) aJId (b) show the calculated refleclivity asfunclions of theincidenl angle andthe gratingperiod forthe
incident waves of the s and p polari2atioTB, reSrX:Ctively･ The asFX:也 ratio is assumed to be 2･0･ Theinddent wavelength
近 632･6 nnan･ddle血mudl angl.eロ白o: A numeriCalaperture Oq conqx,A.ding totheincident angle kalso shown･
ne NA is de血ed by
NA Z nl SinOl (2.35)
where nl = 1･0･ h the both BgtJreS, the reflectivities become smaMor JarBPincident anglesinthe SWG region where the
gratingperiod is lower than 632･6 mm oftheinddent light wavelength. h the czLSe that the gatingperiod is 200Tq the
reflechvity is smaller than 2･0% for也eincident andes from Oo to 500 regardless of the lx)hriZalions.Asone of the
applicadons of the SWGs, con∝ntrating tyrx: solar cells are proposed･ ne stlnlight is condeTySed to aminute area on the
stJrhce of the solar ∝地by lJSlng COnVergulg OPtiCaldements･ To reduce the reflection l伐追On ale Stl血ces of the solar
ceb･ dle antireflectionfuncLions need to be added on the stqh∝s of the solar ceus･ BeatJSe the antirefledion properdes
using the conventioml antkefledion layers are not elfbctive for the hrgeincident angles, the converging opical dements
w仙sndl NA are used･ ne SWGs work as excellent amireflぬion Elms for the larg6incident angles. By血bricating ths
SWGs on the surh∝s of the sdar cells,the opdcalsysterns are able to be zniniattubed, Sincethe conver由ng optical elements
with large NA an be used･ For example, if optial system that the refledion loss on the silicon stJrhce is sm姐er than 2%
is necessary･ NA of O･77 can be used as ale COnVergmg OPticaJ element by血bricating the SWGwith theperiod between 200
nm and 3OO rLm On the suicon surface.
2･4　0pt血I chlmderistits of bpered SWGs for the dielectric substancel imperfect conductor and perfect
conductor
Asone of the advantage Of SWGs technologies, rrnny tmterialGm be used for the antireflection by血bricating the
SWGs on the s11血(満･ From a vleWPOint ofpemittivity, the materials can be dassiBedinto three kinds that are dieleddc
substancs, imperfect conductors andperfect conductors. h this paragraph, the reflectance properties of the tapered SWGs
are described for the respectivepemittivities.
FigtJre 210 shows the calculated reflectivity as afunclion of theincident wavdength. The gating rdodand the
grating depth are kept to be 150 mm and 300nm, respectivelyinthe calcuhdons. neandes of die incident wave are
assuEnedぉE] E)o ‥ []白o孤d E) E]o :The dielecbic std)stanw is defined by k = 0. The imperfect conductors an dehed by
k ≠ 0. neperfectcon血ctorisde血edby
nー∞, k=1 [43]. (2. 36)
However, by the resdction of numeriCalcomputation, the value of n has been set as kLrge number as possibJeinthe
computer usedinthcKSe Calculadons. h the case of the dielectric substancc (¢= 2.25),the refldvib, isfould to be very
sHdJ at the wavelengths丘om 150 nm to 3α) nmand isinqeased graduany at the･wavelengths higher than 250 nA h the
case'ofthe imperfect condudor, where k = 0.01, thealmost same reflection proFX:rty aS the dieJecbic substance is obtained.
When the value of k becomes lar酢, the re8edAvity is increasedinau the wavelengths. AHhe wavelengLIB Cl(満e tO the
same degree asthe gratirtgperiodand the grating deph, the reflectivity becomes very Jowerincomprisonwith other
wavelengLhs･ So, the grati喝搾riod andthe aspect Tado are the imJX)rtant rmmeterS tO design the antireflecdon SWGs.
h the case oftheperfect conductor, the reflecdvity becomes neady l∝)%. ne reflecdvity droFS at the same wave】eng山as
the gatingperiod･ Tnis is catJSed by the phenomenon of anoznaly.
2.5　CoJ)dtJSions
ne RCWA for the two dimensional SWGswith the taper secLionalshapeand the complex dielecbic constant was
formuhted･ ne RCWA program made up IS used to analyzethe antireflecdon SWGs血briatedinthis work. ne
optical propedies of the antiFefledion SWGs were analyzed. ¶le guidelines to design the antireflecdon SWGs consisting
of silicon were shown. Differences of the opticalcharacteristics of the taFred SWGs amongthe dideddc substance,
imperfect condudor弧dperfed conductor were shown. Fromth価e CalCuladoTB, il has been found that the grating p血od
and the aspect ratio arethe important parameters to design the antireflection SWGs.
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Fig. 2-1: Geometry of the two-dimensionalthree･level grating.九0,free
space wavelength; 0 , angle of incidence;少, azimuthangle; V, POlarization
angle,･ ngl,2,3 and dl,2,3, refractive indices and depthofthe grating for layer 1,
2, 3, respectively; nc and ns, refractive indices of the incident region and
substrate, respectively; ^Ⅹ.y, grating periods　for x　and y directions,






Fig･ 212: Reflected di缶action e皿ciency of the (0, 0) th order as afunction of
the orders ofthefield harmonicsforthe severalincident angles.
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Fig･ 2-5: Calculated reflectivity on the silicon surface as afunction of the
incident angle･九= 632.8 nm and A = 3.882ljO.01897 (C･Si).
(a)
O))
Fig. 2･6: Geometry of the incident electric and magnetic wave.
Table 211: Fiung factors of the tapered grating analyzed.
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Fig･ 2-7: Calculated reflectivity as functions of the wavelengthand grating
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Fig. 2･8: Calculated reflectivity as functions of the incident wavelength and



















Fig. 219: Calculated reflectivity as functions of the incident angle andthe















Fig･ 2-10: Calculated reflectivity as functions of the incident wavelength.
The grating period and the grating depth are 150 nmand 300 mm,
re sp e etive ly.
i ､ Broadtnnd andreAecdon SWGs br siucon and dass subsb'ates血b血ted t'y eledbn tm pattemiqg aJld Jhst abm
tmm etchi喝
3.1 IdroduCdon
To suppress FresneJ reflection over a limihd baLIdinthevisible wavelength rebon, muIti1ayered thinBlrrB are O鮎n
usedl113]. ne band-pass or band elimimtion regioTB Of die mtdtilayered thh丘血, however, are limited to dle a山owable
wavelengLhs aJld oAen show a humpJike structure due toinlerference. h addidon, the multilayered lhhfihB have problems
associatedwidl limitatioTBinthe00a血g znaterials and vadotJS Physical弧d chemiCalpropedies that win alfbct adhesion,
dlerdmisznatdb and the stabuty ofdle thin-h stad44). For sob蛾the texttJred shctu-ewid一the rdd longF than
the wavdengdl Of light isalso used to prevent reflecdonsl5]. However, die teXttJred shctLLre degrades伽reflecd and the
transmi仙d wave front beatJSe Ofthe md叫e reflection oftheincident lightindle JighI trapping.
¶一e Suhwaveleqgh gra血唱(SWG), which isthe sⅧ血∝ieliefgra血唱W姐the fXdod smaller thn the wavelength oflkht,
behiVes as an antkeflection suzhcel4,622]. ne SWG, padcLLhrly onewidlthe tapered gratiT協SuPPreSSeS rededion over a
wide sIXXd baqIdwidth and a JatgBfield of view. The SWG is more stable than the multilayered thin血m sin∝ it is
血bricated血m a sh切e Ⅱmterhl. h addidon, the reflededand ale trarBmibd wave丘onts ape not degaded. Some
exrcrimentalresu11Sfor SWGs have been rerx)rted recmllyl6120]. OneJimensionalSWGs were触cated on a varietyof
subshte materials such as sui00nl12,13], photores叫16), FK)lynxthyl methacrylate (PMMA)[19】, orgallically modiBed
cemiC (ORMOCER)fi1Ⅱ芯【19] and qtLarbl20). Brundrett etal.血briated a oTKJimensionalSWG on siliconwih a 280 nm
野rid gratind13). Eng町and Case aJso血briated a one血TBionalSWG on qtlartZ W姐a 30 mm搾riod gratingl20].
¶℃ refledivity of the one血nsional SWG, however, Varieswith the rx))arhdon direcdon of incident l妙L For
twodh肥砧ionaJ SWGs, the antirededive FOperdes are improved sin∝血e refledivity is not dependent on the rx)larization
direction. ¶le tWOJimeTBioml SWGs were血briated on ORMOCERfilzTBl9,1 1】, polycarbonatel10], photoresisl【 10), and
suiconl4β,17,18】. Ham elal.血bricated twoJimersionalSWGswid1 3(刀nmperiod grathlgS On JX))ycarbonate and on
帥Otoresistl10】. hhnne and MomiS血bricated a two触ionalSWG on suiconwith a 2a) nm fX:riod gahg(18】.
+
Re∝ntly, Hadobas etal.血bricated a twoJimensioml SWG on suiconwith aperiod of 3∝) nEn and a dep山of 190 nml8】.
n℃坪d ratio of 0.63 of the SWG血briated by them is the highest valtwinthe two dimensionalSWGs etched direcdy･
Since, thk呼d rado was stiu low, the rededMb, was Tmrly lO%inthevisible wavele喝血
hinshJrrK:ntaloptics, the SWG wu be TX)Werful when血bricated onglass･ However, as血r as 【know, no
exFdmentalresdbfor two&ensionalSWGs血briated dir叫on bass subshte have been reJnrbA h semiconductor
opdcs, the SWG an be tJSedinsohr ∝血and elecbo勺PticaJ devices. However, few exrx:rimntalresults for the
twoJimionaJ SWGsfor semiconductor materiaJsinthevisible specbalregion have been rep血.
h dds d姐Pter, I have血briated twoJizmTySioml SWGs on crystal snicon and Bass sutBtrateS･ The SWGs have 150
nm p∝id tapered gratings to prevent refledionin仙evisibJe and the nearjnBd sFCtml regioTB. To myknowledge,the
血briated SWG on the crystal suicon stJbshte has the shortest grating p血od and the hidyst asped ra6o repdedfor
twoIJim=nsio血l anbefledion SWGs. h the血brica6on, elecBon beam申B) lithography and Bd atom beam(M) etching
with SF6 Were t旭ed【23]. BeatJSe the FAB hs gxxl direcdomliq and deFXXiits no chargB UJX)nthe stl血ce, the sⅦ血ce b
etched anisotropically and deeply. I used the FAB p･oq温血st to血bricate the SWGs. ¶le detail of the pinciple of dle
Fju is described at the next paragraph. rrhe reflectivity was examined at wavelengths丘om 4(刀nn to 2(X氾rmand was ako
exalnined as afunction of theincident angle by lJSing He胡e kLSer light For theoretical QIcuhtiorB, therigorotJS
00upled-wave amlysis (RCWA) propSed by Moharam is tJSedl24,25】.
3.2　Fabricalion
31.1 FastAbm Beam (M) [23]
FigLu'e 31 shows schemticview of the FAB sotJrCe00mJX)Sed of three prallel血cularelecbdes. hch eJecBde has
zmny apiuary tubes to pass伊S mdecdeinIo仙e lower Fd ofdle Chamber. ¶忙Prm伊S COmeSinIo FAB sourcc丘om
伽u耶rinlet and is ionized h the discharge by applyhlg a hghdired cmTd Pq voぬ野between the andeand two
ca仙血　ne generated rxx血ive ioTB are-glen a00demted to伽lower cadxxle. h the apiuary ttJbes ofdle lower athode,
dle a∝derated iorB are neuhlized by chargB<XChaT野reaCdonwiththe residtJal伊S mOlectdes dIllOut l岱ing也血khedc
enerw. ne ne血l molecules00me hlo廿蛤PrW Chamber. ne iorB tTaVe血喝indle direcdon non叫eI to the
capnhry tubes00比dewith the血er w姐ofthe capiuary tube and consequendy l岱e their khetic energy aJId charge. nuS,
the FAB source canproduceandecbica山y netJtralbeamwith gxxl dkecdonality.
hthe case of the cD71Vemionalreacdve ion etching, the rntLemi are distoded by the charge uP Ofthe surhce. TTlelefore, it
is didicult to血bricate the 10 nm scale structureswidl highasFCl ratio, esF(血uyfor仙einSulathg mterials such as SiO2. By
叫Since廿にFAB has gxxl direcdonanty and deposits no charge on the surh∝, the surhce is etched anisob10Pica山yand
deeply.
311 SiLiconSWG
The po∝ss坤tJSedinthe血briadm of the SWG are sbwninFig. 3且　A 2α) lAn thick aystaJ snicon subsbate
(niype, 5 - 80 cm, (1(X))) is Jnlished on both sides. ne snicon subsbte is cmtedwith the EB F冶ilive resist PipFX)n Zeon
(b., ud.; ZEP520). The EB rcsist由abod 4h thick. ne SWG rnttem is drawn on the resist by EB machine
O:uONⅨ Co., ud; EIS37叫. ne EB resist 近 expsed by drawing the gra叫g lines verticallyand hori2:OI一talJy. h the
drawing,the a00dera血voltage is 30 kV andthe begun Current is 10 pA, whch conqx)nds to ale EB do防Of80 □C/-2in
the cask: Ofline drawing. ne totaldrawingtime h the area of 1.2汀皿Square is about 10.8 hour. A氏er exrxxing, dle
stJbshte is developedfor 5mininn-Amyhatate devdoJXr at the temperature of23 ℃andthen rhd for 30 secinMIBK
(Methyl bBubd Ketone) soJ血on at the teHqmture Of23 ℃. A触･ developm叫the resist grating is used as a mask for仙e
FAB etching. ne sili00n subsbte is etdd by FAB (EBARA Co., ud.; FAb-60ML) at the SF6flDW rate Of 6.7 sm
duri喝17.8 min山仙the discharge VOI晦of 2 kV and the dischargp current of 40 mA JWer etching, dle EB resist is
removedwith HiSO4 and Hの2 (1:1) soJudon.
313　GhssSWG
¶le Prm StqZS used hthe血brica60n of the SWG are showninFig. 3i2. A 5仙1瓜njhick boros山icateglass phte
(NbtsunamiNo･ 5) b used as此subtmte･加glass s血舶e iscoated仙the EB FXXidve resist (ZEP520)･ ne EB resist
is abotJt 400nm thick. A鮎r the resist00地場, a Watergltlble elecbo00nductive polymer is皿ted onto ale EB resist to
preveTd il charging tq) during decbon-beamWriting　¶le rXlttem Ofthe SWG is drawnby the EB Ⅱmdhine. ne EB resist is
expd by drawiJlg the gadqg lines vertidly and horizontally. For the drawing, the acαleTation voltage is 30 kVand the
beam current 近 10 pA, which corresJX)nds to the EB dose of53ロC/cm2inthe case ofJine drawing･ ne total drawing the
for an area 12 trm by 1.2 mm is about 7.2 h. Aaer EB drawing, the waterっ01uble deck(加nductive JX)1ymer is removed by
dippi喝the sanvleinto wal灯, and the sl血sbate is deveJofd for 5min h nAmyla∝tate developer at the temperature of23 ℃
and仙飢rinsedfor 30 secinMBK soldion at the teqmbTe Of23 ℃. A鮎r development, the resist grating is used as a
m貼k for FAB etd血各　伽daSB Sd)sbte is etched by the FAB at die SF6flow rate of6.7 S∝打lfor 17minwidl the
d軸voltage of2 kVand the d軸cuTent Of40 mA h dle Case Ofconventional readive ion etd血& a pttem is
distorted by也e chargp up of a sll血∝. nerefore, it is not eag to BLbdcate 10 nmometerdrder shl血reS, fndiculady on
iTBdating zrLaterials such as Bass. h00Ilbast, Since the FAB has gp)d血ecdonality and derxxsits no charge on a stqhce,the
S血ce is etdled anisotropicaLy. A鮎r etddT7g,仙e EB resist is removed w姐the 1:1 soIIJdon ofHiSO4 aJld H〆)2.
3.3　L ll妃OredcaL calculadon
33.1 SiLkoJISWG
FgWe 33 shows the model us6dinthe calctLhtion of dle S山con SWG. rl00nsists of a sevenJayered sqtwe
subwavel喝th ga晦　F and D denote thefining血dorand gratiT7g depd)for each hyer, r田r∝livdy. F is d劫ed by仙e
ratio of the gratbq;width to the grating FCrid口.. ns and Jk are the re血cdveindices of the grahg mterialand its stmunding,
resFheb. hdle Calcul血on,ロis assuEnedto be 150nn ThevaltJe Ofncb eqtd to 1.0 foraむ. The value ofnsistabIl
斤om the data of aystalS丑i00nl2句･ Table 31 lists the valtJeS Of F and Dfor eadh hyer, obtained by dividing the
crt溺づeCtbml shapeof the血bdcated gra血喝inIo seven layers. h die RCWA, the mlmber of Fotqier批丘cients of dle
grating is detem血ed aAer conGrming the convergence to the proper soJ血n. ･The order of the Fouder cccdidents tJSedinthe
I vcalcu)atioTB is 225th between the 7仙and the +7dl Order dibdd light for each x and y diredioTB.
Figure 34(a) and (b) show the reflecLivity asfunctioJB Of theincident wavelength and theincident angle. Figure 34(a)
and (りshowthe reflectivibrfor p and s FX)larizadons, resIXdvely. p and s denote plaJm Ofincidence p町allel and
perpendicular, resrdvely, to the eJecBicfidd. neincident wavelength is calculated by 0.05口m interval血m 03 □m to
1.3 □m Theinddentudeis caldakdby 50interval丘omOP to850. The azidande issettobeOo. Forlhe
both plariza血TB, the reflectivhes deqease over a JarBPfield of view. For example, the reflecdvitydeq℃ases l岱血n
appmxiHutely 1(挽at the al感e of 600invisible wavelength regicn calculated. Fq p plariZation, dle refledivity is b野r
dun that for s JX)l血tioninneaqjnfrared wavelength. It can be seen that the reflecdvity for p JX)lariza血n decreaseswidl
血ing angle ofinddena Bom Oo lo 500inthe wavelengths丘om O･75 P･n to l･O P･n･Altho喝h item zd be seen
丘om Figl 34(a), there are sim血Ⅰ･ property at ale Other wavelengths. ¶lis propedy seerrB tO be mused byane飴d simiJal tO
that of the Brevder ande.
To tmderstand the FincipJe that the SWGfunctioTB aS dle antireflecdon, the interacdon betwecn此incident light andthe
swG由necessary. A local opdcalJmer densityinSWG bricated was ㌫lyzed to exphinthe i血acdon betw∝n the
incidenIlighI弧d血e SWG. Fqp 3j shows the disd)ution of the 】∝d opBcalFX)Wer deTySib,in伽SWG nodded as
showninFig･ 313l ne l∝d opicalfXWer densityis dehed by 【27]
I -nIEJ2 (3.1)
when a 近 the re血ctiveindexand E is an inteTBity of the decbicfield.lmtheincidentand gr00ve regiorB, A is the rehdive
hl血Ⅸ of the ah (a = 110)･ bl the ga血gand suhstrate redoTB, n is the re血cdve index of the s山00n. The E is de血yBd by
eqtJation (2･15)inqlaPter 2･ ne amplilde oftheincident wave is nonnalized to one.伽whk )ineinFig. 3<j shows the
botJndary of此grating ad the aむ･ ne incident wavelength is 601･9 nm･加angle of the hddent wave由givFn as
fohws E]E]0 , E]Oo andロE]0 ,wh駅E],ロan.dD aredehed astheinddent叫由鮎azimuth柏eandtherx'1血益on
ande, resI方Ctively･ 刀le gat叫g section h鞄315 is fad to DIG X d如dion. rl is seen tht the optical JWer CDnCenbtes
inthe bottom andmiddle area of the gr00ve end脱dwith a bhdk Jhe in F痕3-5. The opticalFX)Wet COmeS Sm00thlyfrom
the top layer to the bottom layer of the grating. There is not the turbulence of the wave丘ontinside the substrate.
Figures 3<a) and (りshow the distributioTyi Of the I∝d optical pwer de指ib, for s and p JX)1arizadoIVS, r同比lively.
伽hcidence wavelength is 601.9 m　¶le hcident angle □ is equalや白o andthe azimudl叫de 0 -isoinFigs. 3lqa)and
(り･ ne gra軸g seclioTBinFigs･ 3lqa)and (b) are fXLrallel to the x direction. h Figs. 3i(a)弧d (叫, the optiCalfX)Wer
disbibutioI芯are aSyZTmtdcaldisd)血onsinside the gratings. There is Lttle td)ulence of the wave丘ontinthe subshte.
Fw s plazj2ation, the optid rx)VET concentrates On仙e bottomarea iTBide the grathg. For p pJariZation,the opicalFX)Wer
00nmtratES Onthe bottom andmiddle area of the gwve.
331 GhssSWG
Figure 3-7 shows ale mOdd used hthe dctdation oftheghss SWG. rt00血ofa sixJayered sqtJam Sd)wavdengh
grabg･ h the calcLLhtion, □ is asstned to be 150 m The value Qfrk is eqtJalto 1.0 for dle血. ne value ofrk is taken
from the data of BK7[28】･ Table 3-2 lists the valtleS OfF and D for each hyer, obtained by dividhg the cro盟血onalshpe
of the血bricated gra血ginIo six hyers･ h the RmA, the number of Fourier ∝戚cients of the gra叫g is detemhed aRer
00nfirming the energy conservation and the00nvergpnce lo the proper sol山ion. ne order of the Fourier ∝光臨cients usedin
the calculatiorB is 169th between the -6th and the十6th order dihcted light for each x and y dir∝lions.
I 3.4　Experlmental apparatt岱for mea凱mmentS
¶℃ wavelength dependence ofdle rededMty was meastLred tIS血喝refledivibr neastLremt aPFmtuS (JASCO Co., Lhi;
SLMl468). FIgure 3-8 shows a schemtic of the apFnrattJS. 刀le rehtive reflecdvibT Ofsamples is calibnted山th a Standard
Jumirror. hcident ande ofl妙t is abo山50. A dederitLm discharge山be and a仙野ten iodine lamp are td as the噸It
sotJrCeS for the wavelengJys丘om 190 rLn tO 350 nn and for dle WaVelengLhs丘om 340 TLm tO 2500nm, respedvely. TTle
incident light is randomly polarized. h this experiments, the sl也ce refledivibr is measuredindlevisible and the
TmrjTb wavelengths,with ale Step Of 2.0 nm and the s阿血l bandwidths of 2.0 nmindlevisibJe wavdength and 8.0 nm
h the Ⅳarjnhred wavelength. Apinhole of 1 m diameter is attached on the SWGs to d血e the measurement area.
FigLlre 3-9 shows a schemadc of he exFWimentalsetup to measwe the refledivity as a血ndion of dleinddent arde.
The light血)m the HeヰJe laser (632B Tm) is FX)hrized by a rx)Jarizer and血q此d on此SWGswilh a COnCaVOlhne lensand
a mvex leTB･ TTle pinllde mts off the tJnneCeSSary l妙I catd by the muJtiple and d漁JSed reflectioTB丘om optical
compnents. ¶lelight is sphtwith a noniX)larking cube beamsplitter B.S., and il由d血d to the photodetector PDl as the
reference beazTL ne Other beam is refledd by也e SWGsand detected by the'photodetector PD2･ ne phot∝urTentSfrom
PDl aJld PD2 are converted to voltages and ampliBed by the ampli丘ezs Gl and G2, resrdvely. ne aq)Iified voltages are
00nvened to digital siguJs by a 12bh analoglo-digital00nverter AD. ne digihl signJs are storedina Jmml00mputer
PC. ne reflecdvity由measured at theincident ande hm 50 10 800in50intervaJ. ne 50 values measured at each
incident ande aJ'e aVeragA Also,伽reflectivity is carried otlt for s FX)larizadon and p Jnlar血tion by rotating ale JX)1arizer.
33　ResuLLs and disctsion
3.5.1　SiucotL SWG
軸re 31qa) and (b) show the obJiqueview and the α(溺Sedionalview ofthe血briCaled SWG on the suicon substrate,
叫ively･ ne grating p血od is 150 nm andthe g叫ve is 350 mm deep. ne asJXd ratio is 2.33. ne SWG b
血briatedinthe area of 1.2mmsqtJare. TTIe grating profile of the SWG is controned by dhandqg EB exFXBe time and tAB
etc軸gtime･ ¶氾etd血graGo ofdle EB res血tothe silicon is 1.0. Theetchingrate ofthesilicon is 20血im　Asshown
inFig. 310, the SWG00rBists of the cmiCalproBle grating. The taJT迅Very Smooth. The taper is血briated by
tTaTdbFhg dle reS由proBJe to the snicon substrate. When the reskt is ex阿d by drawing dle grating hes vediallyand
horizontally, ale tapered resist pmBle is gprKrated by EB scatteriT% aS ShowninFig. 31.1. D血喝the FAB etching, dlewidLh
of the taTXred resist decreases丘om the edge. By hJVSferringthe resist FOfile to the sili00n surhce, the00nicalFX･0丘le grating
is血briGlted.
FigtJre 312 shows the SWG血bricated on the s山i00n wafer･ The SWG心血the area of 12皿m SqtJare is血b血ated at
dle Center Of 2 cm sqtuue snicm stJbstzate. Since thevisible l蜘is血dly reflected by die SWG, he ark of the SWG are
sea to be bhck.
Figure 313 shows the reflecdvityas a hction of the wavele喝dL　¶leinddent light is random)y pJarized. The solid
QJJVe Shows the reflectivity of the SWG. ne dashed curve showsthe reflectivity of the rx)lkhed s山icon substrate. ¶le
meaLStqement error is less thn 1%･ lt can be-n that the SWG deceases dzastially the reflecdon atthe wavelengths丘om
200nmto 1(Xmm TYle reflectivity of the SWG is lessthan 3% atthewavdengths丘om 200rmto 800Tm For example,
at也e wavelength of 400Ⅰ皿, the reflecBvity deaeases to Jess th a hundredth of that of the siBcon subsぬte (from 54.7% to
O3%)･ ne meaNed and calcuhted refleclivities agree well.
Figure 3114 shows the00HqnrLSOn Of the refleclivities between the SWG and the00nvemionalantheflecdon structures.
n光black l加showsthe reflectivityofthe fX)lished s山con su血ce. The green lhe shws the refledMty of the shoe hyer
cmting on the s山∝m subsbate･ ne Shoe hyer cmtiT喝is desigted as dnt the reflecddty bO00meS O% at dle ⅦVeleTQh of
500nm･伽b】ue the sh-s the reflecdvityofthe texhed血lCture. ¶芯phk line shows伽reflecdvity of the sbtKhe on
whidl the singe layer00a軸g is attached oTl the texttJred struclu托. ne red line shows the refledivity of the SWG血bricated.
rt is seen血t仙e reflectivity of the singe layer00a血喝is increasi喝Sharply aFd hm the design wavelengh of 500nm,
akhoughreflectivity be00mES O% at the design wavelength. For the textured shcttm, the reflecdvity deαeaseswidelyinthe
visible wavdengdL However, iL is always higher than l0%. By addingthe s血癖Jayer00ating to the textured s加cture, iI
works as the antireflection as same degree as the SWG amlJnd the wavdength of500m Hwever,the reflecdvityincreases
sharplywid)伽decreasc of ale WaVdength below 500nm Also, it hs JTOblems assochtedwith limitatioTBinthe cmting
mteriak and vadotJS Physicaland chemical propedies tJnt w山alftct adhesion, therTnalmiszrntch,and the stabnibr of the
00ating･ For the SWG, the reflecddtycan be d∝reased very smallinthevisibleand the nearjnbed wavelengths, though
the SWG is00mPSed of one material.
Figure 315 shows the re凸ectivity as a血ncdon of the grating dep山that norndizedwidl the gratingperiod･ neinddent
wave is random plariZation andtheincident wavelength is 632 mrn. ne reflectivib, has been meastqed tBing the apprattJS
as showninFig･ 3瑠･ TTIe gratingperiods of the SWGs measu℃d are 150 nman8200nn lt is seen that the refleclivity
becomes snnller as the gra血g depth becotrMS larger and the gratingperid becomes shorter･
FigtJre 316 shws the reflechvity-ured as a AJnCtion of the a喝le of incident l妙L Et has been measIJEed by the
apF-tvs aS Sh-inFig, 319,with HeヰJe laser (632.8 Tm) at dle imident aTdesfrom 50 10 800for the rx)lari2adorB Of p
and s･ hall the meastJred aTQeswidl S PJari2ation, ale reflectivity of the SWG deqeases丘om that of the s山cm substrate.
ukewise,for p plarization, dMeflecdviy of the SWG is sndJer than dd of the FX)Iished si)i00n subshte at the ardesfrom
50 10 650 , and il deqeaseswith increasing the ande ofhddence血m50 10 400. Themininumreflecdvity is 1.65% at
400 ･ Tl血minimumsecm to be mused by the曲cl s血lar to that of the Brewster a'de.
3.5.2　GlasSWG
FigLJreS 317(a) and P) show the obJ的ueview and the q･oss sectionalview ofthe血briated SWG on theghss subshte,
resrdvely･ negrahgJXriod is 150mmandthegroove is 150nmdeep･ The SWG b血bricatedinanaqea 12 mby l･2
m T71e gra叫g profile of the SWG由contro山ed by changing the EB exrxBuretime and the FAB etdhgtime. ne
etching ratio of the EB resistto theghss 玩 25･ The rateofetch血唱Oftheglass is 95 Ⅰ血　AsshowninF)g. 3117桝, the
SWG00指ists ofa smooth tapered profile gating. ne talXr is gpnerated by trarB血血唱the resist proBle to theghss subshte.
When the resist is ex叩ed by drawing the grating lines verticany and horizontally, the tapered resist JrOfile is generated by
decbon scaqering･ During the FAB etchh% thewidth of the tapered res知decreases丘om the edge･ By hJdedlg the
resist proBJe to theghss sll血∝, a tapered pro丘le grating is血bricated.
Fktlre 3118 shows也e reflecdvity as a血tdion of the inddent wavelengdL TTx= solid and dotted ctpesindicatethe
meastqed and calculated refledivides, resp∝tively. ¶氾refledivity has been measured tBhg a srxxkograph showninFig.
3-8･ A ILmgSten idine hmp is tJSed as the l妙l sotJrCe. neincident lkht is randoznly plarized. TTleincident ande of the
JighI beam is ab01止50. h addition, die refledivity of the tJTmOdified glass subsbde has been measured and由shown bythe
dashedJod cminFig. 318. ¶le meaStJrement error is less th 1%, as evaltJated丘om dle random scaue血g of the
measured vaJues･ ne meastJred reflectivib, is obtained aぬremoving the reflechon丘om the back surhcc of the substmte.
II -I be seen thatthe SWG decreases the reflecdon at wavde喝山S舟om 400nm to 2(淑) nn h padicuhr, at wavele喝thsin
the rangp血m 400rn to 8仙nm, whichincludes thevisible regioTh the reflecdon is decreased to less than 1% 8om that of5%
of the Bass subsbte･Assbwnin鞄318, the m飽StJred aJId calcuhted reflecdvities agee well nefluchu6on ofdle
reflecBvity at仙e wavdeTQhs arotnd 8CK) nEn is due to dle degadadon of meastqement acmcy catJSed bythe swikhing of
the gra和声h the spectrograph The hnsmittan∝ was ab measwed. AHhe wavelengLhs丘om 400nm to 9【氾T皿, the
transmittance of仙e glass subshte, on one side of which the SWG was血bricated, ,was approxirrntdy 13% higher than仙at of
ale '0ridnal bass subsbate･ For enmple, at the wavelength of 600.nm･ the tra'Bnhceinaeased t0 9314%丘om 9210% of
the o蜘I bass sd)sbate. No diJhdion phems were obervedindle bardd lゅt when the SWG was血diated by the
He-Ne laser beZLn (632.8 nm). This resdt was supFX)ned by the calcuhtion based on RCWA in which realdihcdon waves
were not酢11erated excq)tfor the z訂OWder wave.
Figtqe 3119 shows the reflectivity as a血ICtion of the angle of incident hghL This is measured tJSing the He胡e laser
(632.8 nn) atincident andes Bom 50 10 800for p and s FX血iza60TB. ne reflecBvhies showninFig. 3｣.9 arealso obtained
by sd)廿achg the reflection丘om the back sl也ce. AIalJ the叫des Ⅱ肥aSl汀edwith the s rx)Jarization, the reflecBvityof the
SWG k sm姐er thn that of dleghss subshte.Likewise, for die P JX)larizadon,the reflecdvity of the SWG is sHdler than
that of the Bass subs血te at andes丘om 50 10 550 ;inpadic血, the reflectivity is suppressed lo be Jess血n 1% atangles
hm50 10 600.AsshovminFig. 319, the measured and calculated reflectivities agree we山atandes Bom50 10 350. I
believe that the diaerences between the experimentaland calcuhted valtm at hrgeinddent ardes are caused by converting the
incident energyinIo thatinthe wave guide mode of the glass sd)shte. neincrease of theincident beam angle genemlly
degrades也e approxiznadonfor calcuhtion due to the sJow00nvergmce of the eigpi'Values.
3.6　Condt岱iot岱
h this work, iL has been shown血t FAB etching00mbinedwidl EB Fn廿eming is tJSefu)for the血brication of SWGs如Ih
a l00nm orderperiod gra血g on sili00n andghss substrates.
For sui00n SWG, the smooth ta押red gratingwith the hghaspecL rado was血bricated on the snicon surh∝. ju也e
wavdengh of 4(刀nn,仙e reBectivity was decreased to O5%fr∝r1 54.7% of si)i00n subshte. The血briQted an血e8ection
s山con su血α wu be tJSefu) for prevenlhg the reflection at ttK: Sur血ces of solar ceh and elecBol0Pticaldevices. rIhe
theoretiCalCalcuJation wasalso arried out on the basis of RCWA llle reflectivides dculated for a mdel widl
sevenJayered sqtJare Subwavele喝山grating could explainthe meaLStJred reflectivhies well.
For glass SWG, the smooth tapered grating was血bricated on the glass surhce. To my knowledge, the血bricated SWG
had the shortest grathgperiod among twoJimeTBionalantireflecdon SWGs hbricated on bass subshtes. ju wavelengttk
丘om 400nm to 800nm, whichinduded ale Visible region, the refledivib, of the SWG was lower thn 1% while tbt of the
bass stJbsbate Was higher thn 5%. ¶le theoreticalcaJcula血n wasalso carried out on the basis of RCWA. TTle
redectivities calcuhtedfor a modelwith six血yered sqLJare Subwavde噂h grating00uld explaindle meaSllred redecdvhies
well.
AIthough, EB Fn触m叫g limitsthe size of the SWGand takes thetime to w血, the nanoimprint lithography may improve
die throughput I pro四駆the Tnmimpint lithography to血bricate the SWGsinChapter 5.
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Fig. 3-1: Schematicview of the FAB source.
(i) Silicon SWG　　(ii) GJass SWG
d Re由t
(a) EB resist coating
(b) EB writing
wjth scatteri ng
(C) Development to form
tapered resist












Fig. 3-2: Process steps in the fabrication ofSWGs.
Layer 1
Fig･ 3-3: Calculation model of seven-layered square SWG･ F:filling factor,
D: depth, A: period, nS and nc: refractive indices of the grating material and
its surrounding, respectively.





























Fig. 3-5: Distribution of the local optical power density. The incidence












Fig. 3-6: Distributions of the local optical power density. The incidence
wavelength is 601.9nm. Theincident angles are 0 ≡ 600 and the azimuth
angles are l ≡ Oo
1　　2　　3　4　5　6r如如如如如如
Fig･ 3-7: Model used in the calculation oftheglass SWG.
Table 3-2: Filling factors Fand grating depth D.






























Fig. 3-8: Schematic of the apparatus to measure the reflectivity as a
function of wavelength.
Fig･ 319: Schematic of the experinentalsetup to measure the reflectivity as
afunction of the incident angle. The incident wavelength i8 632.8 nn of
He-Ne laser.
(a) obliqueview
仲) cross sectional view
Fig. 3-10: Scanning electronmicrographs of the SWG fabricated onthe
silicon substrate. The grating period is 150 nm, and the groove is 350 nm
deep.
Fig･ 3-ll: Scan血ng electron micrograph of the EB resist pro丘le.
Fig. 3-12: Silicon wafer on which the SWG is fabricated.
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Fig･ 3-14: Comparison of the reflectivities of the SWG and the conventional
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Fig･ 3-17: Scanning electronmicrographs of the SWG fabricated on the























AngLe of Jncident (deg)
Fig. 3-19: Reflectivity as afunction oftheangle of incident light.
4. Bmadtnnd andrdedion SWGs血r saicon substrates血bricated t岱ing 1001m Period protB aJumim membmne
mask
4.1 htroduction
¶℃ subwavelerlgh gating (SWG)with deep tapered sbFX: grating espd姐y suppresses the reflection over awide
sFdml bandwiddl and a Jargpfidd of vrewl1-5]･ Ac00rding to the aTdysis, anthflecdon FOrdes a陀impmved by
deaeasi喝the grati喝pdod md hcr飽Si喝the gra血g depth, as describedinchapter 2. htely, di00n SWGs coTySisting of
very血e gratings have becn血briated tJSing electron beam or Jasqint血nce lithogaphies. hthe technicalaspects, the
dectron beamwr独唱is atime00nsumhg mdhd and theperididty of the Jaserinterference is Jimikd by the Ⅵvele咽此
n℃ techniqtte to血bdcate the exceuent antkeflection SWGina bⅠ野area心血a low ccKSt is not reFX)rted･ ¶le Sm姐estperiod
and the l噛IeSt aSFCl ratio of the twoJimemionalantirefl∝lion SWGs rerx)血d so血r are 210 mm【3] and 1.0【4), resrdvely.
Reantly,anandic proIJSalumizn, Which has a qpicalmturally ocm血喝SeqWdered shchJre, has attracted increasi喝
ath血on as a by rrnterialfor the蝕ri血on of devices On a nanOmter SCalel紹11. neanodic poroIJSalmiTn is a rx'rous
oxida60n membrane ford on a sl血cc ofanaluminumby oxidizing thealu血uminan acid decbdpic sol血on. Figure
41 sbws the schemGc mud of idealJX)rolls Shchre ofanodicalumina. neanodic oxide丘血onaluminumcom溢血of
two regLOnS, SOded protJS Jayerand barder血yer･ ne protJS layer00Zyiists of d岱einCked Gens of oxidewith hexagonal
shaFX:.払dl Ofwhidh contaiTB a Singe Ire 近 ford叩ndicuJady to the macroscopic stqh∝ of thealtminum substrate.
The barrier layer is a thinComJnCI血er region lying adja∝nt to theal血m By血bricad11g under a sp∝述C condition,
hiddy ordered lX)rOtJSalumiJn Can beformed･ So, the highly ordered l00mnometer scale shclule COTBisting ofalumina is
abJe to be fomedina hrge area w仙low cost PoroIJS oxide grow山onaluminum under aJIdic biasinvariOus elecBoJytes
has been studied for more than 40 yead6]･ A触that, applications tothe gasfilt叫9], FX)larking eleTnentl10】,minute
electrdel1 1], radia血n control dementl12] were reFX)血　However, th岱e PrOtJSaltmireprhd were not highly ordered
amy･ ne high)y ordered l00nammぬscale amys coTBis軸g of PmtJS aJumimwidl a high叩d ra血were bst
血bricated by Masudaand Fbkuda(13]･ They血bricated a g'Jd血ot arra‡ tB晦the andie prot･Salmina asan
evaFX)radon nuskl15], aJld Pt naJIOhole amys tht Ⅱmde by a twodep repliGldon of honeycomb structure ofanodic du血as
shminFigs･ 42(a),仲)and (C)(13]･ Reandy, the application to a photonic crystal tBing dds technique was pro叩血【20】.
h d血chapter, two tyTm Of dle SWGs co血ti喝Of hexag)nalgratinBS have becn血briated on aystalsili00n subsbateS.
h此血bri血on, an ordered andie prousaltJmina (OAPA) membrane has been used as an etching JrLaSk【21]and the su血∝
has been etched by SF6鮎I atom beam (FAB)･ neperid ofthe血briated grating hs been l00nm and the aspect ratio has
been higher血n 61 This work is the血旬reFX)rLinwhich die a血edection SWG has been血bricated by LLS如g OAPA
membrane aJId FAB. I bdieve that this isanavaihble techmique to血b血te the SWG in hrgp areawilh low cost･ For
theore血al ca】cula血ns, the rigorotJS COuPled･wave amlysis (RCWA) propxsed by Mohanm is usedl22,23].
4.2　Fabri亡ation
The pro(芯S StqX uSedinthe fhbdcation of the SWGs are showninFig. 4-3. For the preparation of the OAPA
membrane as the etchTtg mask, we tJSed a twoIStep and血喝PrKeSS rePrBed by Masudaand Satoh(15】. Regularity of the
hoJe00nBgtmtioninanodic proIJS alumim an be improved byincTeaSing the anodizing time under appropriate
con血ioTySl13]･ However, the OAPA membrane obtained for such a long aJIdizingtime is urBuitable foruse as a zmsk
bealJSe Of ib ∝(顎Sive thicknessand distorted rnrts h the FX)rOtJS Shcttqe･ TTIe tWOdep anodizing pro∝ss improvesthe
FX:ridicity of the hole because the pdodic seeds are generated by the血stanodiZation･ TTle tWOdep andizing pro∝ss an
result in a thinOAPA membraJyS Which is applicable as the etching mask.AnAI sheet (99.999%) JX)lished elecb∝hemically
is血slandized atthe Ⅵ血gp of40 Vin013 M oxalic acid solution at 20 ℃ for 5 hotn ne OAPA hyer isremovedina
m血e of phosphoric acid (6wt%) aJId血omic acid (1.8 wt%) at 60 ℃for lOhotLrS. TheAlsheet is andized againfor5
minunder the same00ndition as tdinthefirst anodi22Ltion･ Next, the OAFA hyer is remved by immersl喝iIina
sattmted Hgロ2 SOl血on for 50 min･ The OAPA membrme is placed00a 200□m血ck pobhd Si std)sbate (niype, 5 - 8
E2cm, (1W)) dkecdy a触riTB軸inaceto.K, and a adheres to a Si subshte曲r叫血各　The barrier hyer ofdle OAPA
membrane is ek:hedin5 Wo phospho血acid at 30 ℃for 50 mh to make the hole any and to adjtJSt die hle diazTk:ter.
ne血briated OAPA memi)raT粧is td asTa mおkfor etdli喝Si subshtewith也e FAB申BARA Co., Iid.; Fjul60MI).
Sincc此FAB hs即d血ediom1秒and depmits no chargp on伽su血ce, the sl血∝ is etchedmisotr叫y弧d
deq)Iyl24]･ The Si sd)sbate is etched by die FAB at the SF6flow rate of 6.7 sccm, the dischargp voltage of 2 kV and the
dischargp mt of35 mA･ Two tyFXS Ofthe SWGs caned ho由り野SmG and cohmzn柳SWG are血briated by
00ntron如g die etChT7gtimsfor 30 mh and 50min, resJXXdveJy. A鮎r etchhg, the OAPA membrane is removedwith
H2SO4 aJId HA (1:1) solution.
43 I Tneoretkal calctdadoJt
FigtJre 44 shows the nodeJ tkSedinthe calculation of the hole typeSWG･ The calcuh血n mdel was construckxl by the
observation of the血bricated SWGwidl SCannmg electronmicros00pe･ ne mdeJ showninFigl 44 isthe grati喝for one
搾Iid aJld00nsisted of three hyezs by sJicingthe gratirq; of the SWG･ ne r血ctiveindex of the grating and the gr伽ve are
eqtJalto the value ofsiliconl25]and 1.0for ak, resFdvely. h the RCWA,the number ofFomier006位cieJltS Ofthe reladve
permihivity of the gra血g is dete-ined ah00血i喝the convergence to the proper solution･ TTK Order of the Fourier
∝だ臨cients usedinhe calcuhdoTB is 169th between dle l6th and the十6th o血diLhcted l垣htfor each x aJId y directioTB.
Figure 4,5 shows the model tJSedinthe calculation of the cohmn tyFX: SWG. nH: dcuhdon model was00nstructed by
the observadon ofthe血bricated SWGwith scami喝elecBonmiαos00pe･伽model shownh Fig･ 415 is dle gFati喝for one
p血od and coTBisted oftwdve hyers by slid喝the gathtg of the SWG. ne rehdiveindex of the gra血喝and the g00ve are
eqtJalto the vah: ofs誠con【25] and 1.0for ah, resFdvely. ne order of the Fo血00e瓜cients usedinthe dcuhdoTB is
169thbetween the ithaJId he十6th o血dilhcted Jightfor each x and y directions.
▼
4･4　Expenmental appamtus for meがurementS
nyB Wavelength deFndence of the reflectivity was meastqed tJS血喝reflecdvity measurement apFmtuS Panometdcs hc.;
NaTXBpeC 210u:･W)･ Figure 4-6 shows the sdhenutic dhgram of the apFmttJS. nk: rehtive reflectivib, of samples is
caljbTatedwith anAlqhor･ ne value ofa numeriCalapertwe PA) of an objective is 0.25. A ttmgBten lamp is used as the
light sou隈･ ne light is raJIdomiy JXdarized. The BghIfrom the tungsten lamp 近 fixxJSed on the SWGswiththe obJ'ecdve.
¶℃ rededed light丘om the SWGs is meastLred by sF血onleter tJSi喝gratiT7g and de肋d by a photomitiplier tube (PM).
4.5　ResuILs and disctJSSion
Figtqe 47 shows the scarmng eJectronmicrogaph of the structtqe before removalof the OAPA membrane. The
etchhgtime ofFAB is 30min･ Thethickness of the OAPA membrane is less dwl 1 □m It is cl町dd血highlyoFdered
prOtJSalum血with a hexagonalS仙cttm is formed. ne silicon subshte由etched vertically and deeply throughthe OAPA
membTaJIC.
Figures 48(abd O)) show the topview andthe αo岱SeClionalview of the hole tyrx: SWG血b血ted, res押出vdy. The
hole typeSWG have holesinhexagpnalamngFment,theperiod of the hobs is l00nm and they are about 700mn deep･ The
etching rates of sili00n and OAPA membrane are 2313 n血血and 9･35 nnVhin, respCdvely. The sdeddvity ra血ofthe
etching rate of the suicon sl血shle to the OAPA membrane is approximtely 25･ Since the hole diameter is 60 nm, the asFCt
ratio of the etched hole is 12. nk3 60 Tm diameteralum血holes of the m弘k have been we山廿aJderred to the Si subs旭te.
FigtlreS 44(a) and (りshow the topview and die ObliqtKview of dle00lum tyrx: SWG血bdcated. The00ltlmn type
SWG are obtained by over etchh喝Ofthe hole tyrx: SWG shminF廟. 4･8(a) aJld (叫. h也e bo仙)mhyer of伽grahq! , die
etched subs他te also coTBists ofdle Circ血holesinthe he氾gPnalarTaJWmel)I. h the upper hyer of the grating, however, Si
sl血ce is tarxxedpericdicany at 61iold rotadon symetry since the也h walk of the hexagpnalshctWe are fnrtially removed
bythe over etchiTQi nerefore the sm姐est distance between the elongated structuresinthe u那r hyer 近 60 nm. The depth
ofdle grating 近 approxirrntely 600nm, andthe asped ra血ofthe grating is 6.
FigLm 410 sbws the reflecdvides meastJred as a血ndon of the waveJengh. 刀le doted cm shows the measured
redecdviy of the FX)Iished Si subsbate. ne dashJo仙d c… shows the meastd reflectiviy of the holetypeSWG. The
solid curve shows the meastd reflectivibr of the columtypeSWG. For the hole typeSWG, the refledivitydeqeases to
approxiTrntdy half of that of the fX)Iished Si substmte atall measured wavdeTQhs. AI a wavelengdl Of 60 nm,the
reflectivity decreased to 16･84 %丘om ale 39･13 % of the pdished Si sd)stzate. The calcuhted reflectivityof伽hole type
SWG is denoted by the soJid血nde (▲)inFig. 4'IO. 刀le CalmIated re8ecBvityagees weuwith the measured results. For
d;evcoIIlmntypeSWG, the SWG deaeases the reflection drasdcally conpredwidl lhl of the plished Si sulxhle. ne
reflectivibr of the SWG is lower dun 1.6 % at the wavele喝IJys丘om 370 nm to 8仰nm AI a waveleTQh of 6α】 nm, the
reflecdvity deqeased to 1.13 %丘om the 39.13 % of the JX)lished Si substrate. ne calcuhted reflectivity of仙e coltlmn type
SWG is deTmted by the solid cirde (●)inFig. 4110. ne caJcuhted reflecdvity agrees wenwith the measured results.
4.6　Concll岱ions
【 have shownthat the porotJS al血membrane is tJSefuJ as a ⅡmSkfor dle血briation of deep SWG w姐the nlB
etching･ 100nmperiod gatingswith asFCl raBo higher than 6 were generated on sili00n subsbte. At the wavdengths
from 370 nm to 8∝) nm, the reflecdvity of the SWG deαeased to be lower dun 1.6 %from around 40 % of polished sili00n
sll血ce. The theoreticalCalculation based on the RCWA explained the meastJred reflectivities weu. Since the prous
al血membrarx: is eas㍊ywidened, the proFXSed pro∝sswill tx IJSCAdfor the血brication of antireflecLion SWGsina hrge
am on s止ioon substrate.
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Fig･ 411: Schematic model of idealporous structure of anodicalumina.
Fig･ 4-2: Scanming electronmicrographs of the Pt nanohole arrayl13】. (a)
view of the Surface Oligher magnification),仲) view of the surface (lower
magni丘cation), and (C) cross sectional view.
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Fig. 4-4: Calculation model of three-layered hole type SWG.
Scale unit: nm
Fig. 4-5: Calcdation model of twelve-layered column type SWG.
Fig･ 4･6:　Schematic diagram of the apparatus for measurlng the
re皿eetivity.
Fig･ 4-7: Scanmng electron micrograph of the cross sectional view of silicon
substrate on which hexagonal array is transferred.
(a) top view
仲) cross sectional view
Fig･ 418: Scanming electronmicrographs of the hole type SWG.
(a) top view
O)) obliqueview




Fig. 4-10: Reflectivities as afunction of wavelength.
S. Broadband antir曲ction SWGs for polymethyl methacrylaLe血bricatedwith molding techJIique
5.1 htroduction
ne subwavele喝山grathg (SWG), which is the sl血ceieliefgratingwith thepedd sm姐er than the wavele喝山oflight
behaves as dle aJltireflecdon st血cel111]. 刀le SWG, rndicuhrly onewid) a tapered grating , suppresses reflection over a
wide speed bandwidLh and a hrge丘ekl of view. ne SWG is more stable than amitilayered thin血mthat tJSed
00nv印血mlly as antkeflecBon su血ce, Since il is血briated丘om a singe Ⅱ岨terial. h addition, the traTBmid wave front is
not degaded. h the血bri瓜tion aspecb, dle gratings have advaTTLagB that the rq)Jica JKOducdon is easy and these are ex∝皿ent
inJnaSS Production.
h remt y飽rS, Chou etal. pro押ed TnnOimpriJltlidlOgraphyl1217]. h the technique, a mold is pressed to a
FX)Iymethyl methacryhte (PMMA) resist which is heated aJld sob rl has a他ctedinqeasing attendon as a key techldque
for血bdcation of devi∝s on a mnometer she. They血briated the metaldot dth theperiod of 120 mm and diameter of25
mm uniformiyinthe area of 15 mm sqtnrel12). II was ab00血med thal仙e highaspect rado line shlCturewith the height of
2(カrm弧dwidth of 70 mm was血bricatedl14]. I beneve that dle Pattem hnsfer technology of subdicrometer血IICbqe is
the key teclmology ofdle血b血don of the SWGs becatJSe it is easy to血bricatethe SWGsina JaEge areawith low cost
SoⅡ拡eXperimentalrestdtsfor SWGs血bricatedwidl rePJicadon techmique have been repded remdyl3,4]. Hm etal.
血bdcated twoJime砧ioml SWGswid1 3のnmpe血d gratings On POIycarbonate and on photoresistl3). GomberL etal･
血bricated a two触ionalSWGwith a 3CK) nm Fdod grath喝On OrBmicany modified cemiC (ORMOCER)film[4].
h Chapter 5, the血bria血n method of SWGs w姐higha∝lmq tJShg the replica techniqtcinatmosphere eTIvironment
is pro叩血　¶le antirefledion SWGs are traTBferred on a PMMA membrane. To myknOwledgF, the血briated SWG Jns
the shortest two-dimeTBionalgratingperidinthe antirefleddon SWGs血briated by replication prm. T7K OPicaJ
characterisdQ are meaStqed, For theoretiCalCalcuJa血ns, lherigorous couple(h和Ve amlysis (RCWA) pro叩ed by
Moharamis tJSedl18,19).
5.2　FabriCation　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-
ne血brication proα溺an be divided roughlyinIo two prw: mddand replication of the SWG･ The proq芯SterS
tJSedinthe血brication of the mold of the SWG are showninFig, 51. A 5仰叩舶ck borosilicate glass plate (Matsmi
No. 5) b ll就d as the凱血t招血.加ghss subshte is ∝mtedwidl the electron beam申B) JnSitive resist PipFX)n Zeon Co.,
ud.; ZEP520). 刀le EB resist is about 4(氾rLm thick. A飴r ale reSist00atin8, a ⅦterづOIuble elecbo00nductive polymer is
00ald onto the EB resistto prevent it c血由喝up during EBwihg. 刀le fn肋m of the SWG js drawnby the EB machine
匹uONⅨ Cot, ud.; EI337m). ne EB resist is ex叫by drawing the grating lines vertially and horizontally. Fwthe
drawh亀the accelerah vol晦is 30 kVand dleぬm current is 10 pA, whidl COnqX)nds tothe EB dcM Of67･2 □C/cm2in
dle case of line drawir8　The totaldrawingtime foranarea 12 Ⅱ皿by 1.2 mm is abod 6.8 h. A鮎r EB drawing, ale
water･朝ld)le ele血o00nducdve polymer is removed by dipping the sampleinto water, and the suhshte is developed for 5min
in nTAmylacetah3 devdoper at he叫ature of 23 ℃ and山肌riT蹴d for 30 secinMIBK (Methyl bButyl Ketone)
soludon at the temperature of 23 ℃. A肋development, the resh grating 近 tJSed as a mask for血st atom beam (FAp)
etdhing【20]. ¶leghss substrate is etched by the FAB O=BARA Co., ud.; FABl60ML) at the SF6flow ra16 0f 6.7 smfor
17 mh with the discharge voltage of 2 kV and the discharge current of 40 mA. h the case of convemionalreadve ion
etching, a pttem is distoded by the charge up of a su血ce. nKrefore, it is not easy to fabricate 10 mnometer10rder shctures,
prdculady on iTBuhting materials such as glass. h contrast, Since the FAB has gcKXI diredionalityand depsits no charge on
a stJrhce, the surhce is etched anisotropically. AAer etching, the EB resist 近 removedwidl die 1:1 solution of HiSO4 and
H202.
Figure 512 sbws the process sterB llSdinthe血bricadon of the repl血ofthe SWG. 刀le glass subsbate由catedwith a
watEMepellent to make it eBLSy tO eXfoJiate dle rePlia SWG. AAer the wateriepe山eJlt mting, a SOludon of PMMA (15 g)
aTld chlorobenzene (50 cc) is ∝払ted onto the wateriepe皿enL Next, the sample is heated gradtJally up to 90℃ lo evaprate
the chlorobeTXZene･ A鮎r00oli喝the sample, die PMMAfi1mis exfoliated丘om dle mold. The repbcation proq溺is cazTied
od tnder the atmospheric envimTmt.
53　Theoretical calctdation
F如e 5-3 s血ows dle model td h the calculation of die PMMA SWG. h cDTBisls of a three血yered明tLare
subwavelengh ga血格　F and D denote the皿ing血ctorand gra血g depth for eadl hyer, respediveJy. F is de血ed by the
血o ofthe酢血喝widdl tO血e訂adng f血山口J ns and Tk are the re血Ctiveindices ofdle gra血g materialand its surrounding,
respdeb. hthe calCuladon, □ is asstmed to be 200nn The value ofncis equalto 1.0 forair. ne value of ns 近
approxiznately 1.49for PMMA Table 51. 1isls the valtleS OfF and Dfor each layer, obtained by dividi喝the cmss,secdoTd
血peofthe血briated gra血喝山o three layers. h the RCWA, ale number ofFotuier00d五cients of the grating is determiTd
a鮎F CO血Ⅶi喝the energy00TWa丘on ald the00nvergBnCe tOthe Fqper SOludon. 刀le Order of the Fomier culEcients
tJSed h伽calculaGoTyS is 225th between也6 7th and the +7th order d曲a血d lighIfor each x and y direcdons.
5.4　ExperimentaJ apparatts for measurements
ne wavele喝山dependence of the reflectivib'was measllred tJSi喝reflecdvity measuremnt apFnmtLLS Panometrics hc.;
NanoSFC 210LC,W). Figure 54 shows the schematic diagram of the apparatus. ne relative redectivity of sample is
calibratedwiIh an AJmirror･ TTle Value ofa numerical aperltJre PA) of an objedive is 0.25. A ttngsten lamp is used as the
light sotJrCe. TTle light is randomly fX)larized. nle噂It丘om the tungsten lamp is ftKnd on the SWGswiththe objective.
ne reflected 1秒t丘om the SWGs is meaLStJred by spectrometer tJSi喝ga血喝and detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT).
To avoid the reflecdon丘om the badk st血α of the PMMAfilm, black fninI is mted on the rear su血∝.
5.5　RestdLs and disetsion
Figu'es 5-5(a) and (りshow the obliqueview aJId dle Cr暇SeCtionalview oftho血briated mold of the SWG ontheghss
subsvab, respecdvely. 刀le gati喝perid is 2m Tm andthe gruve is approxirnately 230 nm deep. ¶le SWG is血bricated
inan area 1.2 mm by 1.2 m　¶le gratiTq; Pmfile of the SWG is00ntroued by cha喝如g the EB exPStJre time and the FAB
eはIi喝time･ 刀le etdhing rate of the Bass is 133血　AssbwninFig. 5150)), the SWG00TBists ofa smoothtaFred
pmGle grati喝　ne ta阿is generated by trardeming the resist JTOBle to the bass subshte. When the resist is expdthe
tarxxed resist profile is gFneTated by elecbn叫　Dl血喝the FAB etching, thewidth of the tapered res由decreases
丘om the edgp･ By trardbrring the resist pmGle to the glass sll血∝, a tapered pmBle grating is血bricated.
FigLqeS 5<a)and (b) show the obliqueview andthe q･o弘SeCtionalview ofthe血b血ted replia of the PMMA SWG,
resFdivdy･ 刀le gratingperiod is 200mm aJId ale groove is approxizTnteJy 200nm deep･ rl is dear that the SWG
00nsisting of smooth tapered proGle gFati喝is血briqted. The replicated SWG (with 2∝) nm deep) has a正tdefom
degradation00mJnredwidl the mold SWG (win 230 nm deep). However, the PMMA SWG hving reverse shapegrating of
the mold SWG is repliated well.
FigLqe 513 showsthe reflecdvity ofdle PMMA SWG as a血Idion oftheincident wavelengh. ¶1c c血Ie (●) and cro弘
ark (+)indicate the zneasuredand the calcuhted results of dle PMMAfihHeSrXdvdy. ne rechngle (JI) and triande
(▲)indicate the meastJredand the calculated restdts of the PMMA SWG, resrxxdvely. rt can be sea that the SWG
deqeascs the reflection at wavdengths丘om 4m nm to 800nm. AHhe wavdengths, the reflecdvity deaeases to
appr血teJy halfofthat of the PMMAfibn. ne exTXrimentalresults are diqemt a lide丘om he calculated resdts. I
bdieve that this is bealJSethe血bricated grati喝Shapeis somewhat diaerent丘om the dculation mtxkl.
To demoTBbate the traTySmittan∝ Prqdes, phcing die SWG皿m on a fnJXr On Whichalphabet charadC指are W血en,
伽SWG has b耽n Observedwidl也e opdml system as showllinFig. 5-8. F短Lqe 5-9 shows he opdcalmicrograph of the
SWG irTadiatedwim white晦hL rl is dear血tthere is no scatered light passhg仙rotd the SWG region. h the SWG
redon, the reflected l砂丘om the stwh∝ of PMMAfihn deaeasesin00mprisonwith廿氾Other region.
5.6　Condl巡io皿S
It is shown血t molding teclmique由tJSeAd for the血brication of SWGwith a 2∝I Tmperiod gra血g on PMMAfilm
The PMMA SWG hvi喝reVerSe Shapegrating of the mold SWG was replicated web. ¶le PMMA SWG decreased the
reflection at wavelengdB丘om 4α) Ilm tO 800nFrL Al die Wavelengths, the reflecLiviy deaeased to approximately half of that
of the PMMAfilm h the SWG region,也e sca廿e血g Ofthe tzmiionlighl was not dbserved, and the reflected J妙tfrom
血e sll血ce of PMMA Blmdeqeasedin00mparisonwidlthe other region. ne pro叩血proc鵡Swill be tHSeAdfor仙e
血brica丘on of antirefledion SWGsina JargB areawith low cost.
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Fig. 5･1: Process steps usedinthe fabrication of the mold of the SWG.
(a) Glass SWG Mold
(d) Heating to evaporate
the chJorobenzene (～901C)





Fig･ 5-2: Process steps used in the fabrication of the replica of the SWG.
Fig. 5-3: Model used inthe calculation of the PMMA SWG.





Fig･ 5-4: Schematic diagram of the apparatus for measuring the reflectivity.
Pedrawnfromfigure in chapter 4】
(a) oblique view
O)) cross sectional view









Fig. 5-7: Reflectivity of the PMMA SWG as afunction of the incident
wavele ngth.
Fig. 5-8: Schematic diagram of observation of the PMMA SWG.
SWG reg旧∩
Fig. 5-9: Opticalmicrograph of the PMMA SWG irradiated with white
light.
`. Broadband andredecdon SWGs for ughl emitthg diodes and photo diodes Jhbricated on GaAJAssuTbces
6.I Introduction
Light e血血g diodes (1玉D申are tdinznany appliations sudh as opdcal00mm血systetrB and light illumin血喝
00mJX)nentS･ M岱t Ofsuch appkcatioTB needthe u‡Dswith highJXIWer, high1uhce and highediciency. rt is iqxxtant
to叫ove externalqLLantumefficiency ofd1% u弧. The extend quaTItumediciency of the uD isalmd limited byinbm山
redecdon at the boundary between dle materialof u氾and its stJmtJnding meditn Dtc to the larBP di飴rence of the
rehctiveindex between the material of IBDand its slmtJnding medium trammissivity of light丘om the U≡D is low, and the
a喝le oftotaJintemal reflection □c at the boundary between I丘D (n=3.4) and血(n=1.0) b only 170 by Snell s hw as shown
in Fig･ 611･ To overcome the problem, some approachesare prqpsedl12]. Windisch etal.血briald a l丘Dwith textllred
top stJrh∝【1]･ By a combiTntion of light sca仇ering atthe texttLred top surh∝ and refledion on a backside mirrα, 31% of
exterml quanttJm dZiciency was obtained.
-.FresneJ reflcctioJyS at the丘ont s血ces of photo dides (PDs), especially like sohr cells, are one of the dom血l lo弘
mechmism which affectstheirperfor-ceS･ To suppress die Fresnel refledion over a broad bandinvisible and
nearjnfrared wavel印恥multihyered thinfi1Ⅰ指are O触n used. The baJldimBS Or band el血丘on regioTB Of the
multhyered thinfilms, however, are limited b the a山owab】e wavdengdyi and o飴n show a humpJike structure due to
interference･ h addition, multilayered thinBlms have probleI指aSSdatedwidl l血tioTBinthe coating materials and
various physicaland chemical properties thtwill a飴cl adhesion, thermaJmismatch, andthe stability of the仙血堀1m stack･
For silicon solar Gen, a combination of a textured stru血re w仙a period long町1han the wavelength of light and single or
doubJe hyered thinBlrrB is ako tJSed to prevent reflectionl3月. However, this shcttqe has same probJerrB aS the
multhyered仙nfilmdtw to the tJSe Of the single or dodble layered thin film.And, the textured structure degrades the
地価m細d wave hnt becatJSe Of the mddple reBedion of theinddent lightindle lidlt traPb It由exrxxd that the
00nversion eBiciency of solar ∝b co威喝Of materials of Ⅲ斗goup is higher than that of s㍊i00n. Until now,the
antireflecdon hyer血tmicated on the solar ∝lls coJySisting ofTnateriaJs of Ⅲ-V group 近 only dti1ayered thinBJ皿.
TTle SubwaveJength gating (SWG), which is the sⅦ血ceielief gra血唱with theperid smaner than the wavelength of light,
behaves asanantireflection su血∝【717]･ ne SWG, particularly onewiththe taFred grating, suppresses reflection over a
wide s阿bI bandwidth and a Jargefield ofview･ nle SWG is more stable than the m山tnayered thin血m since il is
血bricated丘om a s吋e material･ h addition, the reflected aJld the transmitted wave fronts are not degraded.
h this cha〆er, I have血briated two-dimeTBionalSWGs on GaAlAsdoubJe FX)Wer double hetero PD叩jtJnCtion
struchJre･ nle GaAlAsDDH shclwefunctio一巡aS PD and LBD･ TTx3 SWG血bdated Jus 200Tmperid taJTed grating
to prevent refledioninthevisibleand dle nearjJtBared sFC血l regiorR To my knowledge, die SWG is血bricated Brst on he
GaAlAssl1血ce･ h the血brication, dectron beam申B) lithogra帥y and BLSt atom beam qAB) etching如Ih Cl2and SF6 Were
tdl18】･ ne novel etching techniqtLe tJSing the two khds ofproq温BaS Ofdle FAB for血briaGng伽tapered gratingwidI
highaspect rado was pro叩血　ne reflecti叫was examined at waveIengdys丘om 400nm to 8(氾nm　¶leトV
dmcterisdcs were meastJred by lJShQ; 一aser diode (u) JighL The opdcaJ emission charackTisti岱Werealso evaluated tJSing
chalgB00uPled devi∝ (CCD).
61　Fabrication
Figure 62 shows the schemtic of the GaALAsDDH structure used PKH仏Co.). A niypeGaAlAshyer and a
piyFX: GaAlAsJayer are sequentiany gr耶爪by liquid phase epitaxy (ⅠJq on a niypeGaAssd)sbate. A触that, the nヤF
GaAssubsbte is removed. Tables 61(a) and P) show the speciBcations of the GaAlAsDDH shctLm. h Table 610)), rF
indicates the forward c-nt･And? I, and tfindicate therise he andthe hlltime, resFdvely.
Figure 613 shows the FX-0昭S SterS uSedinIhe血briation of SWG･ 刀le Au(80%)jn(20%) is depsiled on the nヤpe
GaAlAshyer us血喝VaCuumdep6ition ⅡmChine. ¶le Au(9Wo)jb(1Wo) b defXXSikd on也e pO GaAlAshyer t威喝
vacutlm d甲岱idon znachine. nlen,the sample is sinkredinN2 at叫rature of500℃for 5 m血　ne niyrx: GaAlAs
hyer is Coated w姐the EB psidve res汝(NipFXm Zeon Co., ud.; ZEP520). The EB resist is abod 4α) rm thidk TTle
SWG pttem is drawnon the res血by EB machine (EIJONⅨ Co., ud.; E1537m). ne EB resist is ex阿d by drawing the
gahg lines vertica山y and horizontally. h the drawing, the a∝eleration voltage is 30 kV and the beam cuent is 10 pA,
which corresFX)nds to the EB血e of7014 E]C/cm2inthe ase ofline drawiT8　Aぬexpsing, the sample is deveJopedfor 5
mininn叫acetate developer at the teHTperalure of 23 ℃ arKI thenriJ蹴d for 30 see in MDK (Methyl hoButyl Ketone)
Solution at伽temperature of 23 ℃. A鮎r development, the res蜘grating由used as a TmSk for the FAB etching･ The
n伸GaAlAssurh∝ is etched by nゝB申BARA Co., ud.; FABl抑ML). hthe FAB etching,血stly, the SF6 is used as the
prw gas at he flow rate of6.44 scm during lOminwith the discharge Vdtagp of2 kV and the d軸-enl of25 m丸
Semdly,the C12 is used as the prw gas at the flow rate of 1.7 sm duriTq; 1miJlwidl the dischargp voltage of3 kV and the
dischargp ctJrrenl of20 mLL Thkdly, the SF6 is tJSed asthe FOq溺gaS at theflW Tale Of6.44 scm dtJring 4 m血wid) die
d軸vQltaBP Of2 kV and die discharge current of26 m九　Forthe SF6 gas, the GaAlAsis eb:hedwidl ta阿ed shape.
For the Cl2 gas, the GaAlAsis etched vedically. By tJSing the two kinds ofproc岱S gas, taFXXed gratingwidl highaspect zatio
is血bricated. A触r etching, die EB resist is removedwith02 Plasm.
63　Experimental appamttJS for Jne舶urement
Figtqe 64 shows dle SChemdc of the aprnratlはfor measuring the PD and dle IBD characterktics･ ne sample is
placed on a gmiometerand dle aTde of the sample for optical axis is able to be chTq;ed･ ne sarq)1e is moved horizontany
tJShg a XIY stage. h the meastqernent of the PD charachisti⊂S,the ID nghIwithdle WaVele喝Ih of 780 nm is ftKd on
the SWGareawidl an Objective. The LD light is JX血rized lirxdy. h the measurement of the uD chazacterisG6, the
emitted Jighl is couededwith the objecdve, and detededwith the CCD･
6.4　RestdLs and disctJSSion
FigLLreS 615(a) and (b) show the topview and dle Ob並queview ofthe血briated SWG on the niypeGaAlAssu血ce,
res押diveIy. The grating fX:rid is 2伽Tm and the goove is approximately 300nm deep. ¶le SWG由血bricatedinthe
area of 100 □m sqLm. The grating proGJe ofdle SWG is00ntrolled by cJnl癖Ig EB exFXutime, FAB etching time and the
prm gases.AsshowninFig. 6jP),the SWG00TySists of the amiCalprofile grating. ¶粧taper is very sm㈹th･
Figure 6i shows the opdcalmiaograph of the SWG irradhtedunder white light uumiJutiorR 1もe SWGwitll仙e area
of l00□m squan由Bd)rimted. Since血e whte light is hardly refl∝血by鮎SWG,血e az℃a ofdle SWG are sea to be
black.
Figure 67 shows dle refledivity of the SWG血bricated as afundion of wavelength. TTle reflectivitywas meastued
using reflectivity measurement apparatus Panometri岱hc.; NanoSpeC 210u:-W). The reladve reflecdvity of samples was
calibratedwidIanAlmirror. A ltngStm lamp was脱d as the Ldlt SOur∝. nle light was randomly JX)larized･ 刀le solid
cm shows仙e reflecdvity ofdle SWG. 刀le dashed ctme shows the reflectiviq oftheflat st血ce ofniypeGaAIA且It
can be seen that the SWG dem血痕ially the redection atthe wavelenghs bm 400nm to 800nm co叩redwiththe qat
stqhcc ofnヤF GaAJAs. ne reflecdvity of the SWG is less than 1.0% at wavelengths丘om 400nm to 780 Jn For
example, at wavelengths of440皿m弧d 780 nm, bothrefledMdes of the SWG decease to 0.02%丘om 45131% and 38･1% of
the flat su血∝ of niypeGaAkb resFdively. AI the wavelengh longer血n 780 nm, becalJSe the light is hrdly absorbed
by the Gajh DDH shlChJre, ale measured reflechvityindudes dired refleddon丘om the back stqhα of the GaAlAsDDH
strucltJre.
6.4.1　Photoyoltilit: conyersion l:haracteristjes
Figure 6j shows the Itv chazaCteriS血s of die GaAJAsDDH s加ctlJreindark phce. The cLlrrentincreases
exJX)nenhlIy over the voltagp ofO.7 V. ne dark meTlt is 13.5 nA at the voltage of-50 mV.
Figure 64 shows the short,dcuit cuTent k as afunction ofincideT)I Power. neincident wavewilh the wavelength of
780 Ⅰ皿impinges at norrnalande to the substrate. 刀le Zc of the SWG and the flat su血ce pmJX)rdon to theincident JnWer.
Alallthe meastJFedincident JPer, the k of the SWG is iEqmVedincoqnrisonwidl tbt oftheflat stl血伐.
FigLlreS 61qa) and (りsI10W the I斗charaGteristi岱Ofthe GaAlAsDDH甜llChJre When I♪ lゅts of p and s pokLrizations
are incident m the stqhcc, respechvdy. ne solid cmes show dle I-V chancte血cs when仙6lidTL is inddent m伽SWG.
n粧dashed curves show the LV chaTaderisda tnder die CDndidon that the light imphgps on the flat surh∝ ofniyrx: GaAu且
加symbol口indica触the incident叫gk It is clear血加the I-V chaJaChdcs of the SWG are differentfromth岱e Ofdleflat
s血cc at any measuredincident andes. 刀le rarLgB Of the cuzTent ShowinFig. 61叫)転diBrent丘om血t showninFig.
61q)). This is causd by dilfermce of血eincid飢t Power dlat are aPPrt)Ximalely 4 mW and 540 □W for p and s
phriZations, resFCtiWly. AI the voltage between O･7 V and Ilo V, the currentincrqase rate bea)mes smllwidlincreasing
theinddent angle for p pIariZation.
FigLm 6｣.1 shM ratio 0f the open-drcuit voltage Va between ale SWG and the flat surhce as afunction ofincidenl
aTde of ID lid)I. AIal)仙e measWedinddent andes, die V∝ of the SWG is improvedincomprisonwith that oftheflat
surhce. Fq p pJarization, the Va ratio de耶aSeS心血increashg theincident ande. For s fX血ri2adon, die Va ratio
increaseswithinCreashg theincident ande.
Figtlre 612 shows ratio of the k between the SWG and the flat stqh∝ as a且mction of incident ande ofLD light. Alal)
仙e meastqedincident angles, the k of the SWG is improvedin00mrnrisonwith血l oftheflal s血∝. For p IX)larization, at
theincident angles丘om Oo to 200 , the kofthe SWG is血proved over 3(旅incomprisonwidl血t oftheflat surhα. At
theincident aTdes丘om loo to 400 ,the I£ ratio deαeaseswilhincreasing lheincidenl aJlde. For s fX)Iarizalion,the k zatio
inCTeaBawilhincreasing theincident angle. AItheincidenl ande of 400 , the lsc of the SWG is improved to 49%in
00叩凪rison w姐that oftheflat surh∝.
FigLqe 61耳a)and (りsbw dle tOtalconvezsion e丘ciencl Otd Whenthe ID lots ofpand s polariza血TB areinddent
on the sll血ce, resFdvely. neロd is dehed as　　　　　　　　　　　　.
叩LobL -告×100 (%, (6. 1)
where, P.zH isthe ⅡmXimum output JX)Wet Ofthe diode of the GaAlAsDDH structure and Pi..: 近 theinddent FK)Wet Ofthe LD
light. Al an the meastJredincident a喝les, ale □血Ofthe SWGinmaSeSin00mrnr由onwith血t ofthe血t slⅡ血cc. Fq
example, attheincident angle ofOo , the □td OfdIe SWGinaeases to 3･15%丘om 2･33% oftheflat su血∝for p plari2ation･
ne di飴ren∝ of the □d between p and s FX)lariZa血m atthe hcident angle ofOo is mused by differen∝ oftheincident
fX)Wer Of p and s plari2ations.
6.41　0ptical emission chamcteristics
FigLqeS 614(a), (り, (C), (叫and (e) show the opticalmicrographs of emission丘om the SWGinvariousfields of view.
Theロindicahsthe emissiom叫gk The SWGwidlthe areaoflOO Om sqL泊陀由蝕ricated. The ctmtis hedto 20 mA
Sh∝仙e emihd lゅt is hardly reflected by the SWG,血e area of the SWG is seen to be bright even over the a喝le of total
iTdemalreflecdon of170 .
Figure 615 shows仙e emission ratio ofd16 SWG to仙eflat sLqhα as afundon of emission ande. ne emission of the
SWG was obtained by averadng the inte3ySityinthe SWG area obtained by CCD. AIalI the meBLSured emission angle,the
emission from the SWG isincreased over 40%in00qnrBOnwilh that丘om the flat stdce.
63　CoJIdtsions
h dds work, iL was shownthat FAB ekhing00mbined由比I EB Jnuerning was tJSCfufor dle血briadon ofSWGwidl a
200rm JXriod grating on GaAlAssurhce. The novel etching techmique tJSi喝dle two kinds of pr(XeB伊S Of the FAB for
血bricath唱he tapered grathlg On GaAlAssurhce was pro叩血11芯Sm00th tapered gratiqgwith dle high asped ratio was
血bricated. AI wavdengLhs丘om 400nm to 780 nm, the reflectivitywas deqeased to 1.0%. Under the LD Iidlt ilIumimtioTl,
the open-drcuit vQltagP, Short-dcuit cu汀ent and totalconversion e丘ciency were improved by血bricatingthe SWG. From
die Observation ofthelighl emission by CCD,祉was00nhd that die emission wasinaeasedinthe SWG area, even over the
叩de oftotalintend reflection.
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Fig. 612: Schematic ofGaAIAs DDH Structure.
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Fig. 6･4: Schematic of the measuring apparatus.
(a) top view
仲) obliqueview
Fig･ 6-5: Scanning electronmicrographs of the SWG fabricated on n-type
GaAIAs surface.
































































Fig. 6-12: Totalconversion efficiency of the GaAb DDH structure at LD
light impinges on SWG area and flat surface area aS afunction of incident















Fig. 6･14: Emission ratio of SWG to flat surface as afunction of emission
angle.
･7. stmry
T7ds -dissertation is con∝medwidl仙e subⅥvdengLh ga血7gS (SWGs)for reflecdon contmlinvisible and nearjnhred
wavelengdR TTIe adhefledion SWGswill be FX)We血l when血b血ted on transFnrent materialsuch aglass mterial, and on
semiconductoHrnterialfor opicalserBOr and light emidng diode (lED). Major problelminthe antireflection SWGs are
described as fo山ows･ The aJltkedection prd叫ies are impmved by decreasi喝the grati喝搾Iiodandincreasing the gating
depdL However, up to now, the aspect ratio of 0.63由the highest valueinthe two dimensionalSWGs etched directly. II is
diJBcult to血bricatethe opimumgratiTQ; Shrx:widl highasFd ratio in largP area如止l low cd tJS如g convendoml血br血tion
techmiques. There are no guiddines to design twoJimeTBioml antireflection SWGwidlthe complex dieleddc corBtant.
nLere is no experimental rqx)rt on the aI叫ication tothe U≡D and its妙I emiAing prqxdies. nle pllrFKXSeS Ofthis study are
toanalyze and solve the above problerrR　¶le血bricaGon techniques伽t are devdoped bythis work canbe appBcable to the
血briation of the near戎eld opics and photmic crystal opi岱他t are FOmised as the next generation opdcaltechnology.
恥the devdoFd t血que are valtJableinthesefields. -
Chapter lもdleintr血ction of the studies. Hjstorid backgounds of dle SWGs are d即ibed togptherwith their
血brication teclmologies. ne probleminthe SWGs and dle Objectives of the dissertation arealso statedinthis chapter･
h Chapter 2, basic formulations of therigoroIJS00uPled→〝ave analysis (RmA) and generaldhaJaCterisdc of
血edection SWGs are preseTded. ne guidelines to design the s㍊icon anbeflecdon SWGs are shwn. II is dean tht die
grathg pdd and the呼d ratio are the inqnrtant JnrameterS tO desigrlthe antbfledion SWGs.
h Chapter 3, the brmdband a血eflecdon SWGsfor sihcon and Bass sdbstrates lhbricated by elecbon beam O=B) aJld鮎t
atom beam (M) is described. Fq s止i00n SWG, the sm00th申red gratingwith the highaspect ratio Ⅵ5血bricated on the
s止i00n stJrhce. AI the wavdengLh of 400 nm, the reflectiviy was decreased t0 05%丘om 54.7% of snicon subs旭te. For
theglass SWG, at wavelenghs丘om 4α) Tm tO 800nJn, Whichinduded thevisible region, the reBectivity of the SWG was
lower than 1% while that of the glass substrate was higher than 5%.
h Chapter 4, the broadband antireflection SWGs for sili00ll Substral鴎血briated tJSing l伽rmperiod porotJSalumha
membrane mask are d改コ血ed. 1tX) rLmperiod SWGswith aqxd ratio higher than 6 were血b血ted on silicon substrate･
Al the wavdenglhs丘om 370 mm to 800nJn, the reflectivi吋ofthe SWG deqeased to be lower山肌1.6 %丘om around 40 % of
fX)lished s止icDn S血ce. Sin∝ the fX)rOtISalumina m:Thbrane is easilywidened, dle PrOFXSed pro雌Swill be tJSefulfor the
血briadon ofantirefledion SWGsina larBP area On Silicon sd)strafe.
h Chapter 5, the br悦dband antkeflection SWGfor plymethyl methacry)ate (PMMA)血b血tedwith molding technique
is described･ ne PMMA SWG JnviTQ; reverse Shapegrati喝Of仙e mold SWG was replicatedwith highaccmq･ AI
wavdeng山s Bom 400nm to 8α) nm, dle reflectivity decreased to approxirmtely half of that of the PMMAfilm　¶le
proF蹴d pro｡6Swill be tJSemlfor dle血briation of antkeflection SWGsina larBP areawi山low cost.
h Chapter 6, the br瓜dband an血eflection SWGs for GaAlAsIBDs血briated by EB and FAB is desdbed. 刀le
smmth taFred gratingwith highaspect ratio was血briated on the stqh任OfChALAsⅠ丘D. n氾emitted light was exhcted
e皿ciently by he SWG. Beyond the totalrededion angles of the mimr sll血∝, the light was emid丘om Ale SWG region.
h Chapter 7, the00ndlJSiorB Of仙岳dissertation are dven.
